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FOREWORD – The league continues as one of our own

VOLUME 2

Beyond the story… In May of 2016, we ultimately brought our project to completion and

published our hard-copy book, The History of the Montgomery County Senior
Softball League, 1999-2014 (which included an addendum chapter on the 2015

season). We ended our official book form narrative of the MCSSL prompting everyone

that the league continues to strengthen the vision originally set by founder Vic Zoldy. It

was planned at the end of the 2015 season that a few more chapters could be written in

the future. The 2016 season certainly filled that anticipation, and certainly exceeded

many expectations right on through the 20th Anniversary season in 2018 and onward to

the close of the 2022 season, the league’s twentieth-fourth year of existence. We

reached and passed the four hundred mark of players who have come through the

ranks. As an organization during this period, we grew remarkably, establishing a solid

official Board of Directors, league By-Laws, a Health and Safety Plan, a Hall of Fame,

annual charitable donation programs, and many field maintenance and game protocols.

It was time now to take a brief pause and reflect upon just how many lives this league

has touched through the first twenty-four years.

These reflections year by year certainly do go beyond the story of the league’s

origins, and certainly are unique and truly one of our own. Presented here in this

Volume 2 of our continuing narrative is a compilation of the league’s history on an

annual basis from 2016 through 2022. As stated previously, there seems to be no end

to our history, and as long as we have seniors with a love for the game of softball, we’ll

probably continue to make that claim. For this league historian, there has been so much

to write about, and I can only hope that I captured it all during this wonderful period of

time in the MCSSL.

George F. Schreader

MCSSL League Historian

December, 2022
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A Narrative History of the
Montgomery County Senior Softball League

A Continuing History – 2016

THE BOYS ARE BACK FOR MORE IN 2016

Don’t think for one moment that these “Boys of Autumn” ever went away after the

summer of 2015 ended. Senior softball in the Montgomery County Senior Softball
League has become so much more than just a sport. It has become an enduring event

in the lives of senior softball enthusiasts of Montgomery and the surrounding counties.

And looking forward to 2016, it was everything good.

The 2015 MCSSL season came to an unwanted end by the close of October. As

in all years previous, not one of the boys wanted to see it end, because it heralded the

finale of the summer ball season and the start of a long winter’s nap. But nobody paid

any attention to that dumb analogy. It was nothing more than a break in the action to

heal the superficial wounds of a past season overshadowed by more fun than any of

these senior boys imagined could ever have happened to them after the age of sixty. It

was more than just fun… it was senior life at its best. And the start-up of winter ball was

just around the corner.

STRENGTHENING THE ORGANIZATION

The league jumped right into the planning stage for the upcoming 2016 season

and held the annual Board of Directors meeting at the KC Prime Restaurant in

Warrington, PA on November 11, 2015, with thirty-one league officers and managers in

attendance. A number of agenda items were presented that included a recap of the

season’s history, planning for the holiday party, the Treasurer’s and Audit Committee’s
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reports, recommendation for a new MCSSL website, and the suggestions review

process. This year the suggestion process, provided for in the Bylaws, seemed to reach

a new height, as 48 suggestions were submitted by the membership. All suggestions

were reviewed and discussed, a few of them being “bundled” into one proposal based

upon the subject (e.g. thirteen submissions suggested the creation of a new

supplemental division for a higher level of competitive play.) As always, the Bylaws

prescribe that a two-thirds margin is needed for a proposal to pass. This year, the

significant changes voted to go into effect for the 2016 season were: continuing to hold

an annual one-pitch tournament; process to select opposing player(s) to fill team

shortages; creation of a new ability-driven supplemental division on a trial basis;

creation of a Hall of Fame. The creation of the new division was the foremost topic of

discussion, and passed by the narrowest of margins. (More will be discussed on the

Hall of Fame and the supplemental division expansion further below.)

The recommendation to develop a new website was accepted, as the league’s

webmaster, Larry O’Malley, stepped down after creating and maintaining the MCSSL

site for eleven years. The Board approved moving to commercial league management

software and an associated website from League Athletics at an annual cost. Jim

Marple and Joe Juba will maintain the new website, which went online in December,

2015.

THE INDOOR WINTER LEAGUE SEASON

The popularity of the MCSSL’s winter indoor level of play was never more evident

that during the 2016 season. Gordy Detweiler continued as the director, and this year

had every reason to expand the play to nine teams, as ninety-six players had signed up.

The standard league entrance fee remained at an even $100. With the league now at

nine teams, Gordy had to make arrangements with the Bucks/Mont Indoor Sports

Center to allow the league an additional day. In addition to playing on Tuesdays and

Thursdays (four time slots at 9:00 a.m., 10:30 a.m., 12 noon, and 1:30 p.m.), the league
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was able to procure a 9:00 a.m. time slot on Wednesday mornings to allow for the one

additional game, but was unable to rearrange the whole nine-team schedule over the

three days because of the facility’s commitment to other sports activity groups. The

winter schedule also had the teams slated for doubleheaders to balance out the season

schedule. Old Man Winter cooperated this year, as only one Wednesday morning game

had to be canceled due to inclement weather, which was later made up at the end of

March. All in all, it was another great season of winter softball, and Gordy as usual

made it all happen.

It is different from playing outdoors, but it is still fun!
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THE NEW MCSSL HALL OF FAME

One of the more significant items that overwhelmingly passed was the

suggestion to establish a MCSSL Hall of Fame. Following the meeting, a task group

was formed consisting of Commissioner John Frantz, Commissioner Emeritus Dennis

Lapin, and Ben Modica to develop the structure and process proposal for the Hall of

Fame. The concept of the HOF is that it provides for the league membership to

recognize fellow members who have unselfishly given of their time and talents for the

betterment of the league. Selection is based upon overall achievements, contributions,

and overall demonstration of the league’s ideal “If you had fun, you won.” The league

would establish a seven-person Nomination Committee consisting of the League

Historian as chairperson, three at-large members, and after the first year, three

members who have been previously selected to the HoF. League members would

nominate prospective HOF candidates each year during March. To be eligible for

nomination, a person must have been a league member for a minimum of seven years

(does not have to be continuous.) Nominations that are submitted on the official form

must include reasons why, and the accomplishments of the individual being nominated.

The Nomination Committee would then consider the qualifications of the candidates,

and by a majority vote determine the qualifying nominees, which would be limited to five

individuals annually. The Nomination Committee would then submit those names to the

Board of Directors for a vote. A candidate must have at least 70% of the Board vote to

be inducted. Inductees would be announced each year at the May picnic, followed by

induction into the Hall of Fame at the annual family picnic in June

In early April, 2016, Commissioner John Frantz sent out the detailed plan for the

Hall of Fame process to the Board of Directors, asking for each member’s acceptance

or rejection of the plan. The plan was accepted and was immediately implemented. The

Nomination Committee for this first year consisted of League Historian George

Schreader as chairperson, George Hart, Bob Wellington, and John Lancaster as the

three members-at-large specially selected by the chairperson; Commissioner John
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Frantz, Assistant Commissioner Mike DeStefano, and Secretary Jim Marple served as

the first year HOF representatives until such time as future Hall of Famers can join the

rank.

In mid-May, notice went out to the league membership that the nomination

process would be open for two weeks. The Nomination Committee received the first

batch of nominees, which totaled fourteen individuals. All of the nominees certainly

qualified, but the committee was limited to offering five names for the ballot. By

consensus, the following league members were placed on the very first ballot: Gordy

Detweiler, Dennis Lapin, Manny London, Stan Schwartz, and Vic Zoldy. In early June,

the Board members voted either for or against induction into the Hall of Fame. All five

received over 70% in favor.

At the family picnic on June 24th, 2016, the first class of MCSSL Hall of Fame

inductees were honored. Historian George Schreader announced the inductees and

read their many accomplishments and contributions to the league. Commissioner John

Frantz then presented each of the inductees with a prestigious engraved trophy. In the

absence of Vic Zoldy (who resides in Florida), the award was proudly accepted by Joe

Juba. In accordance with the process now established for the Hall of Fame, the nine

individuals who did not make the initial 2016 ballot automatically remained on the

nominees list for the next two years.
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The first class of inductees. Vic Zoldy was inducted but could not attend the ceremony.

THE SOCIAL SCENE – MANNY LONDON STYLE

Never to be outdone by anyone on the planet, Social Director Manny London

seemed to outdo himself starting right at the close of the 2015 season. What an

end-of-season picnic Manny put together in late October, 2015. Fabulous food,

outstanding door prizes, wonderful entertainment senior style. Of the many highlights,

the one most memorable was Mark Rosen’s singing rendition of a not-so-original John

McCann composition of Sinatra’s “My Way,” which was a tribute to Manny London’s

announcement that he was retiring as a player. Whether everybody actually believed it

or not, Manny was given a heartfelt sendoff by all the gang. Of course, in the back of

everyone’s mind was a little doubt that Manny was actually going to quit playing. And of

course, Manny decided not to retire after all and showed up in the winter indoor league
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not only as a player, but manager as well. And yes, he showed up to play in the 2016

summer season too!

But before that even happened, Manny pulled off one spectacular Holiday Party

in early December, 2015, once again held at the Church of the Messiah Parish House in

North Wales. The food and drinks as usual were fantastic, but it was the evening’s

entertainment that highlighted the affair. Manny had arranged for a gentleman named

Jeff Krick, who is a renowned Elvis Tribute Artist, and who put on one terrific show for

over a hundred league members and their “dates” for the evening. The show was

followed by an evening of dancing, and it certainly was one of the more memorable

parties ever held by the MCSSL. Another triumph by Mr. and Mrs. London that

attendees will never forget.

Winter turned to spring and then to summer. The first party of the new 2016

season kicked off at the annual Team Picnic & Photo Day gathering on May 20th at the

School Road Park pavilion. As usual, Manny London outdid himself yet again. One of

the highlights of the day was the presentation of the league’s first book publication of

The History of the Montgomery County Senior Softball League 1999 to 2014, which was

made available to the league membership for a “donation” of ten dollars to help offset

the cost of publication.

Attending a minor league baseball game each year has become one of the

anticipated highlights of the social season. On May 31st, over a hundred league

members and guests made the trek up to see a Lehigh Valley Iron Pigs game. As

expected, it was a fun-filled evening for all who attended. The highlight of the evening

came when one of the league members got to throw out the first ball. Commissioner

John Frantz held an interesting group contest back on the day of the team photo picnic

by gathering all the players who were “throwing their names in the hat” to receive the

honor of throwing out the first ball. John’s little “birthday word game” was quite clever,

and when the dust settled, Curt Fields had won the contest and represented the MCSSL

on the mound to the cheers of all.
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The annual family summer picnic came next on Friday, June 24th. Once again, a

number of the boys played an exhibition game for the family members before the food

was served. It was a perfect weather afternoon and early evening, and Manny London

again provided great summer fare. The highlight of the evening, of course, was the

induction of the first class of MCSSL Hall of Fame members.

The end-of-season picnic at the School Road Park facility saw yet another

fun-filled day for the membership. The weather cooperated, and well over a hundred

league members gathered for the season closing event. Commissioner John Frantz

delivered a well-thought out speech emphasizing the continuing successes of the

organization and the promise of more to come in the near future. John thanked all those

league members who gave so much time and effort to create those successes. The new

Hall of Fame members were presented with a custom MCSSL baseball hat with HOF

embroidery on the side. Praises again went out to Joe Juba’s grounds crew – Tommy

Corcoran, Tom Dougherty, Jeff Jordan, Tommy Lane, and Dan Brady – who all did a

spectacular job each and every game day preparing the field for play, sometimes in

simply awful conditions! Entertainment, as usual, was provided by the league’s resident

sage, Mark Rosen, who presented some rather “ambiguous” and mostly comical awards

to the league’s chosen jesters. On the more serious side, two league members were

honored this year by receiving the Vic Zoldy award, which is awarded to those who

exemplify the league’s mission statement and in recognition of efforts to sustain and

improve the league. This year’s co-recipients were Safety Director Jim Binsberger and

League Historian George Schreader.

LEAGUE EXPANSION TRIAL

With the trial expansion of the league back during the 2015 season to establish

an “over-70’s” division of play, the league decided to continue the practice into the 2016

season based upon membership response. (A few modifications would later result in

this existing division of play.) As presented above, many league members expressed a
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desire to also supplement regular league play by expanding to an “ability-driven”

division to create league parity for other players who were not eligible for over-70’s play.

The vote was favorable to move ahead to create this new division of play, passing by

the necessary margin. Commissioner John Frantz appointed Historian George

Schreader to chair a specially selected committee of five league members to formulate

a strategic and tactical plan before the end of December for submission to the league

officers to review. In addition to George, the committee consisted of Rich Server, Bill

Durso, Tom Lane, and Vince Torno. The plan was submitted before the end of

December and further reviewed by the Board. After a few modifications, the plan was

then forwarded to the Board of Directors to review for their acceptance or rejection.

Again, there was a two-thirds margin of acceptance. After additional compromises were

made to bring the plan closer to keeping in line with the league philosophy, notification

was sent out to all league members that the MCSSL for 2016 was going to be

re-aligned as three divisions that would be named RED, WHITE, and BLUE.

The WHITE Division would continue as the core of the MCSSL and remain

unchanged, consisting of the same ten teams and rostered players, and would continue

playing the exact same Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday schedule. The RED

Division would become the new ability-driven supplemental level of play, and the BLUE

Division would be the new designation for last year’s Over-70’s level of play. Both

supplemental levels of play would be scheduled for Mondays, the BLUE Division having

the 9:00 a.m. and 10:30 a.m. time slots, and the RED Division having the 12 noon and

1:30 p.m. slots. The major change this year to the BLUE Division would be that all

players in the league, regardless of age, would be afforded the opportunity to play. The

RED Division, of course, would also be open to all players regardless of age.

By early February, 2016, the league began the application process for the RED

Division, notifying all league members of the opportunity to apply. In addition, new

players to the league, including those on the waiting list (who had all previously been

evaluated as to their potential ability) were invited to apply to either the RED or BLUE

Divisions even if they were still on the waiting list for the WHITE Division. Once all the
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applications for the RED Division were received and the cut-off date was reached,

committee chair George Schreader then selected four member applicants to the RED

Division to serve on the evaluation committee to construct the teams. The committee

members were Tom Lane, Bob Weaver, Wayne Bailey, and Billy Mallozzi. The

committee established the criteria for the evaluation of an individual based upon his

ability to hit, throw, field, run, and his overall performance skill to compete at a higher

level within a margin of safety. The committee discussed setting up a three-team

division consisting of 14 players each, and a four-team division consisting of 13 players

each. In the best interest of the league, it was decided to establish a four-team division.

The committee next went through the process of screening through the

applicants to establish the top 52 players based upon overall skill. Players were

selected by group consensus. Next, players were sorted into “prime” positions (pitchers,

shortstops, third basemen, outfielders, utility players, speedsters, left-handed hitters,

right side fielders.) The four teams were then set up to ensure team parity, balancing

each team based upon known players’ performance skills. Again, the teams were

balanced by consensus. Once the committee felt that the teams were equal, the four

new managers (Tom Lane, Barry Bintliff, Steve Alligood, and Tim Smith) were invited to

review their team, review the list of applicants that were not selected for RED Division

play, and negotiate any “trades” as long as the committee agreed that team parity

remained in place. The four new teams were named the “Magnums,” the “Marksmen,”

the “Meteors,” and the “Mariners” in keeping with league tradition. A season schedule

was then set up spanning twenty-one Mondays available for play. Over the first twenty

Mondays, each team would play an equal number of home and away games, and an

equal number of 12 noon and 1:30 p.m. time slots. In addition, for the first season as a

trial, the RED Division would play single games in a twelve-block of Mondays, and one

doubleheader in each of two four-block Mondays. During each four-block, one team

would be off on one Monday. The doubleheader concept proved to be unpopular, and

the schedule was later revised to go to all single games at the end of the season.
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The RED Division also implemented a few minor rules modifications for pinch

runners, playing time, and vacancies. RED Division teams field only eleven players. All

players must bat and run from home plate. Once a batter reaches base safely, a pinch

runner may be assigned at the discretion of the manager with the caveat that there is no

restriction on how many times an individual runs, with the exception that he may only

run once per inning. If a player is ever relieved of running during a game, that player

may not be again used to pinch run. No player may sit out more than one inning in a

row unless that player agrees to do so. When vacancies occur, the managers were

given several options under the rules modifications, all options requiring mutual

agreement of the opposing manager. Midway into the season, a fifth option was

established. Since the popularity of RED Division play had grown, a number of league

players who had not previously applied for play were given the opportunity to place their

name on a RED Division Extra List. Being on the list did not guarantee play, but opened

the option for a manager to “pick-up” a position player to fill a one-game vacancy or a

long term vacancy.

RED Division play commenced on the first Monday following the WHITE Division

opening week. The RED Division made one additional provision. On the twenty-first

Monday at the end of the MCSSL season, the final games were at the discretion of the

four managers, who opted for the ever-popular one-pitch competition. The four teams

were seeded one through four according to their “self-proclaimed” season record (the

Purple-team Mariners first, the Maroon-team Marksmen second, the Gold-team Meteors

third, and the White-team Magnums fourth.)  The double-elimination competition began

at the usual 12:00 noon time slot. The first team to be eliminated was the Magnums

team. The Marksmen team was eliminated next. In the final game, the Mariners team

prevailed over the Meteors team to grab the “bragging” rights of being the best. All

agreed that the RED Division trial season was a success and, with a few modifications,

all hoped it would continue next season.
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ANNUAL ONE-PITCH TOURNAMENT

It continues to be one of the most popular events of the summer season. Again,

the special committee consisting of Tom Lane, Bob Weaver, and Jim Marple put

together a great event, which was held on Monday, June 20th with great weather

conditions. Jeff Jordan did a superb job preparing the field for the tournament. Manny

London and Cheryl Marple kept the tournament moving and did the scorekeeping for

the ranking system. This year, enough league players signed up to establish six teams,

managed by Billy Mallozzi, Bruce Williams, Barry Bintliff, Ray Forlano, Bob Weaver, and

Jimmy Kotz. Each team would play a minimum of two five-inning games in the

preliminary round. The field would then be paired down to three teams for the semi-final

round based upon wins/losses, runs scored for/against. A system of tie-breakers is used

to determine the winners. The championship game is played between the top-ranked

team and the semi-final winner.

Gordy pitching for the Ballgirls.
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The coveted one-pitch trophy.

Waiting between games at the 2016 one-pitch tournament.
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Team Mallozzi, Team Bintliff, and Team Forlano were eliminated in the

preliminary round. Team Williams won the semi-final game against Team Weaver. In the

championship game, Team Williams played the top-ranked Team Kotz. It was a

back-and-forth game, but Team Williams pulled off an impressive 8 to 5 win to have their

team name put on the league’s One-Pitch Tournament Trophy.

Bruce Williams managed the 2016 Champions.

One additional highlight of the annual tournament is that in addition to being a

fun-filled day for the league members, it also serves as a fund-raising event to help

worthwhile causes in the Hatfield area. The league is very appreciative of the support it

has received from the township over the years, and last year’s tournament began a

grand gesture of giving back to the community, which it will continue doing in the

foreseeable future. Donations this year totaling $561 were collected during the event.
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But it didn’t stop there. Additional later donations were made by non-attending league

members and their families. Long time league member, Ben Fiore, sent out a call to all

the golfers in the league asking them to “clean out the garage” of all used golf balls. Ben

collected the balls, sold them to a local driving range, and donated the money back to

the charity event. At the end of October at the township meeting, the final total of $1,250

was donated and presented to the Hatfield Police Benevolent Fund by Treasurer Stan

Schwartz and Hatfield Township Liaison Bud Hyndman. A special thanks went out to all

those league members and supporters who generously contributed to this worthy

cause.

ANOTHER SPECTACULAR CHARITY EVENT

Move over Phillies Ball Girls, the “Boys for All Seasons” are back in town! With

last year’s spectacular success of the charity event that pitted the

tremendously-talented (and youthful!) Philadelphia Phillies Ball Girls against the Travel

Team Marauders of the MCSSL (never mind the fact that Gordy Detweiler pitched for
17



the young ladies’ team last year and even got a win), the league invited the ladies back

to Hatfield in 2016 for a rematch. If we thought last year was a success, this year it was

even more spectacular. Two exciting nine-inning games! Gordy once again was on the

mound for the young ladies and pitched two outstanding games. These girls could hit,

run, and throw as good as any teams the Marauders had played all season. In the first

game, it looked like a certain victory for the young ladies, but somehow the boys

managed to squeak by with a win in the bottom of the ninth inning by a score of 13 to

12. But in the second game, the boys got hammered and lost 9 to 6. There were two

memorable highlights to the games.

The first most memorable highlight of the game was a play at the plate. Tommy

Corcoran was on second. A base hit to right field… the league’s premier speedster

rounded third and headed for home. In any game in the MCSSL, there isn’t a player

who can possibly throw out Tommy in this situation. The ladies’ right fielder fired a laser

shot to home, getting Tommy out by several steps! The other most memorable highlight

was Gordy’s brilliant performance at the plate. He kept pounding out hit after hit, and it

wasn’t until the second game when the boys finally managed to get Gordy to fly out.

What a performance! But it was all for the Phillies charities, and this year the game

raised a total of $600, which was proudly presented to the Phillies Ball Girls super team.

Gordy Detweiler, of course, was proudest of all.

THE TRAVEL TEAM MAURADERS

The league’s Travel Team, Gordy Detweiler’s marvelous Marauders, kicked off

the 2016 season by taking a trip way out to Palmyra at the end of January to be hosted

by the Harrisburg gang, which was preparing for a trip to Florida where they had

qualified for a major senior tournament. The Marauders played well, but not well

enough, as they lost both games by one run each, the second game in the bottom of the

ninth inning. Gordy wanted a rematch, and the Marauders returned to Palmyra in early

March. The Harrisburg guys had just come home from Florida with an impressive
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showing, as they had won the “Over 75” tournament by beating teams from all over the

country. Their bats hadn’t cooled down in Pennsylvania’s winter weather, as they again

trounced the Mauraders in both games by scores of 12 to 5, and 13 to 9.

The summer travel season started off with hosting Allentown at Hatfield, and

throughout the summer the Marauders played both formidable Allentown division gangs

on six occasions, compiling six wins and four losses. In other travel team games, the

Harrisburg boys continued to dominate, as the Marauders went winless against them

right up until the final doubleheader of the 2016 season at Hatfield in early October.

Then things changed. Gordy’s gang exploded in the season finale, trouncing the

Burgers 23-9 in the first game, 19-6 in the second game to bring the summer season

record up to .500. Other games against West Chester, Philadelphia, and Schuylkill

County, both home and away, enabled the Marauders to finish the summer travel team

season with a total overall record of 14 wins and 14 losses.
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PUBLICATION OF THE LEAGUE’S HISTORY BOOK

It finally came to fruition. The original venture to write a history of the MCSSL

started back in February of 2014. Joe Juba initiated the project, and enlisted the help of

resident published writers George Schreader and John McCann, with the additional

assistance of Mike DeStefano as advisor, to help construct the narrative of the league’s

history. Little did anyone know that it would turn into a major undertaking and result in

the publication of an entire book. There was more information, more stories, more

photos, more memories than anyone thought conceivable.

The history was first published on the league’s website late in the fall of 2014, but

it wasn’t until the winter of early 2016 that things began to come together for the

planned publication of the history in hard-copy book form. After contracting with the

services of a print-on-demand publisher (DiggyPOD, Inc.), Joe Juba and George

Schreader dedicated their time over the winter months to typeset, edit, and prepare the

galley for publication. Joe and George sorted through hundreds of personal

photographs and newspaper and magazine photographs gathered over the years of the

league members in action, and were able to digitize a number of these photos for

inclusion in the book. Over thirty of the very best photos ultimately were included in the

book that best told a visual story of the evolution of the league. With expert assistance

from John McCann, who wrote the back-of-the-book segment, and Jim Marple, who

designed the very attractive book cover, the history was ready to go. Finally, after many

hours of work, the one hundred and thirty-six page colorful book was published in May

of 2016. The total cost of publication, which included an initial supply of 150 books, was

absorbed by the league treasury. Complimentary books were presented to the league’s

eleven principal sponsors, plus a few additional copies for a few very special past

members, among them, founder Vic Zoldy. Since the book was primarily printed up for

distribution to league members, past and present, the league asked for a donation of

$10 from each member wanting a personal copy of the book to help offset the high
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publication cost. Distribution of the book commenced at the league’s first picnic in

mid-May.

SAFETY ALWAYS FIRST

The league is always moving forward on the issue of player safety, and midway

through the summer season, yet another safety-related measure was taken to further

prevent potential injury to pitchers. The league purchased a roll-up pitching screen,

which is positioned in front of the rubber for the purpose of protecting the pitcher when

hard hit balls are projected toward the mound area. The purpose of the screen is to give

the pitcher a direct refuge by moving behind the screen immediately after the ball is

pitched. The protective screen ensures the ball does not strike the pitcher before he can

react to a hard batted pitch. The pitching screen was first implemented for use during

batting practice, but in late in September, Commissioner John Frantz mandated that the

screen would be used for a two week trial period during games, requesting managers

give back feedback on how or if the presence of the screen has any impact on the level

of play. After the trial period, the possible use of the screen on a mandatory basis was

evaluated. By the end of the summer season, it was decided that the continuing use of

the screen would be tabled, and would be put on the agenda for further evaluation and

discussion at the Board of Directors meeting following the conclusion of the 2016

summer season.

There was one additional safety-related issue that arose during the course of the

season that initiated a dialogue among the league membership, and ultimately emerged

for future consideration. With the continuing growth and continuing success of senior

softball in the MCSSL, the league is enjoying the positive results of players staying

around the league at a later age than even they may have anticipated. The ages of

players now spans from members in their early sixties to a few approaching age eighty

or even beyond.  As skills levels slowly diminish with a person’s age, competitive

abilities sometimes cannot keep up with the pace of standard league play, especially
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that of some of the leagues “young” players. It was one of the motivating factors that

resulted in the creation of the BLUE Division two years ago, which was a more “relaxed”

style of play that scheduled a more leisurely supplemental game once per week.

A number of members who committed to the BLUE Division over the previous

two seasons were expressing interest in wanting to prioritize playing two games per

week in the BLUE Division and less in the WHITE Division. Near the end of summer,

Commissioner John Frantz put out a survey to the membership soliciting feedback on

the topic of an individual’s preference to either play more games at a higher

ability-driven level or at a more relaxed level of play. The survey results indicated that a

significant number of league members were tending to prefer more play at the level

enjoyed by those playing supplemental games in the current BLUE Division.  As a result

of the survey, near the end of the 2016 summer season, the league was looking to

formulate a proposal to restructure the league for the upcoming 2017 season that would

be based upon two core divisions instead of the existing one core division. A core BLUE

Division (two games per week) would be structured with team members preferring a

relaxed level of play, and a core WHITE Division (two games per week) would be

structured with those players preferring a more competitive style of play. The league

membership was encouraged to submit their ideas through the annual formal

suggestion process. Any further movement regarding the restructuring of the league, of

course, would depend upon the future course of action by the Board of Directors at the

annual post-season meeting.  There would be more to come on this topic as the next

page of MCSSL history turned toward the 2017 season.

ANOTHER FUN-FILLED SEASON COMES TO AN END

… or more accurately, just a short hiatus before it all starts back up again. All

things totaled, the 2016 summer season was yet another spectacular success for the

MCSSL. A few unfortunate injuries were incurred, but the league took all the proper

steps toward making league play as safe as possible. All games were cancelled on at
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least six occasions due to the excessive heat index, and about as many times due to

rainouts. Once again, we can’t emphasize enough how much Joe Juba’s field

maintenance team of Tommy Corcoran, Danny Brady, Jeff Jordan, Tom Dougherty, and

Tommy Lane did one spectacular job of preparing the field each and every day that a

game was scheduled! These guys are the best, and it just goes to show again how

dedicated the membership of this league is when it comes to volunteering and to

making each continuing year a better success than the year before.

The 2016 season came to a heartbreaking end with the close of the

end-of-season picnic. You could see it in the eyes of all the guys when the last vestige

of the summer season faded from the picnic tables. Was that a few tears we saw as

they all walked away? No way! There is never any crying in this league. Because it

never actually ends. We’re just taking a short break for the holidays. We’ll ALL be

back…
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A Narrative History of the
Montgomery County Senior Softball League

A Continuing History – 2017

THE BOYS ARE BACK FOR MORE AGAIN

The end of the 2016 Montgomery County Senior Softball League season

came too soon as it seems to do every year when October rolls around. Whoever

thought a simple American pastime could bring so much enjoyment, so much

camaraderie, and so much personal satisfaction just playing a game once thought to

only be invented for little boys? But so much more than the game, senior softball brings

to all of us the realization that playing in a league of like-minded peers makes the quality

of our lives so much better. This is the feeling they all came away with when the 2016

season ended. But like in all years past, the season of 2017 held even more promise.

STRENGTHENING THE ORGANIZATION FOR 2017

The gentle wind blowing through School Road Park had barely blown the crumbs

off the end-of-season picnic tables when the league jumped right into business for the

coming year ahead. On Tuesday, October 25th, 2016, the annual Board of Directors

meeting was once again held at the KC Prime Restaurant in Warrington, PA. Attendees

included the thirty-three board members (league officers and managers), and by special

invite, non-voting managers from both the Red and Blue divisions. Stan Schwartz

distributed the interim treasurer’s report, which indicated that the league was in stable

financial condition. On the agenda at this year’s meeting were two major items –

re-structuring the league and use of the pitching screen – both of which would have a
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major impact on the future course of the organization. This year also saw a record

number of 73 suggestions submitted by the membership, which were grouped into

topical categories to minimize the discussion periods on each theme.

The 2016 board meeting was viewed by most members as being one of the most

important since the inception of the MCSSL as an organization. The main topic of

discussion was the proposed restructuring of the entire league, which would entail

splitting the league into two separate core divisions. Near the end of August,

Commissioner John Frantz had sent out a survey to the membership soliciting feedback

on the topic of the levels of play in the three divisions of summer 2016 (core White,

where all league members play, and supplemental Blue [recreational-driven play] & Red

[ability-driven play]). The prime purpose of the survey was to gain insight to player

preferences, NOT a commitment to any particular level of play. The results of the survey

were tabulated by the end of September with 133 members responding. Seventy-one

members indicated “no change”, while the remaining sixty-two indicated changing to

another structure or split of the league. The results were enough to initiate further

dialogue on the issue of re-structuring the league for the 2017 season.

As the suggestion process began to indicate that the re-structuring issue was

going to be a primary topic, Commissioner Frantz opted to “bundle” the suggestions into

a single proposal that could be presented at the annual board meeting. Anticipating that

an open forum discussion could potentially take more time than the board meeting could

accommodate, Commissioner Frantz decided that the best option was to formulate a

prepared compromised restructuring plan to take to the meeting for discussion. With

that notion, a few days before the board meeting, Commissioner Frantz assembled a

small work group composed of himself, Assistant Commissioner Mike DeStefano,

Treasurer Stan Schwartz, Secretary Jim Marple, Summer Director Bruce Williams, Blue

Division Director Jim Binsberger, and Red Division Director George Schreader. The

group discussed all current input regarding restructuring, and ultimately came up with a

formal proposal to present at the board meeting. The gist of the proposal would include

the following: 1) a new Blue Division would consist of four teams (potential total of 64
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players) playing two games per week (Mondays & Wednesdays); this division is for

players seeking a more relaxed style of play, 2) a new White Division would consist of

six teams (potential total of 96 players) playing two games per week (Tuesday,

Wednesday & Thursday); this division is for players seeking a more competitive style of

play, and 3) a new Red Division would consist of four teams (12 per roster plus an extra

players list of 10 for a potential total of 58 players ) playing one additional one game per

week (Monday only); this division is for White Division players (only) seeking an

advance competitive style of play.

The restructuring proposal was presented by Commissioner Frantz as the main

topic on the business agenda. After an extended discussion, the vote was taken,

resulting in only a few members dissenting. Commissioner Frantz advised the members

that the league would move forward on the restructure. In the week following the

meeting, the official 2017 summer application form went out to the membership, on

which each member would indicate their preference of Blue Division or White Division

play (league fee being maintained at $100), and if indicating White, whether the player

also wanted to apply for play in the supplemental Red Division (an additional $25 fee.)

The winter league application had already been distributed in early October, the fee also

remaining at $100. (See The League’s New Structure for Summer 2017 below.)

There were four additional changes made to the rules and procedures for the

upcoming 2017 summer season. In no particular order of importance, they were as

follows: 1) pitching screen – use is optional during games, but mandatory during batting

practice; a line will be placed in the mound area for proper placement, 2)

between-inning warm-ups will be limited to three pitches and one throw per infielder to

first base, 3) an additional line will be placed on the plane of second base to provide a

visual assist for the third base umpire, and 4) courtesy runners from home will be

allowed to commence running upon the swing of the batter, which makes the rule

consistent with on-base runners.
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THE LEAGUE’S NEW STRUCTURE FOR SUMMER 2017

Beyond a doubt, the league’s new structure for 2017 became the highlight of the

MCSSL’s nineteen year history to date. Following the annual Board of Director’s

meeting in October that resulted in the league moving forward with re-structuring,

Commissioner John Frantz assigned Summer Director Bruce Williams the task of

putting together the new White Division teams. A special selection committee consisting

of Bruce, Bob Gaugler, John Packel, and Jim Marple spent a considerable amount of

time and effort to structure the new White and Blue Divisions. The restructuring process

also opened up an avenue to bring into the league additional players who might

otherwise have been on the waiting list as in previous years. The league roster of

available players expanded beyond the standard 160 (the cap in previous years.) The

committee determined that there were enough players (125) signing up for White

Division play to field eight teams (15 to 16 players per team) instead of the previously

projected six teams. There were enough players signing up for Blue Division play (under

Director Jim Binsberger), which resulted in an initial division set-up of four teams. To fill

out the minimum of a 14 man roster for each new team, a few additional players from

the White Division were offered the option to also play in the Blue Division. The Red

Division generated enough interest to establish 12-man rosters plus an extra list of 15

players.

Perhaps the biggest emotional impact to the league’s restructuring process was

the re-naming of the eight new White Division teams. The long-standing history of the

progression of team names came to an end. Well, sort of to an end. Commissioner

Frantz and Summer Director Williams made the decision to re-name all eight new White

Division teams, keeping the caveat that the names still carry the traditional “M”

standard. Since the league’s credo is all about camaraderie, it was thought best to retire

the old names and move forward to establishing a new brand of solidarity and

friendships. So as not to dissolve the lasting memory of the early years of building the

MCSSL, it was decided to preserve the first four original team names for the new Blue

Division. The Magics, the Marshals, the Marvels, and the Mavericks names would all be
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retained for the new Blue Division teams. The new eight White Division teams would

become: the Magicians, the Maniacs, the Marathons, the Missiles, the Monarchs, the

Mountaineers, the Musketeers, and the Mystics. The four Red Division teams

(organized later over the winter by Red Division Director George Schreader) would

assign new team names, familiar to all baseball fans: the Mantles, the Musials, the

Mazeroskis, and the Mays. In addition, the league would also retain the Marauders

name for the travel team. (As a side note, because of prior insurance transaction, the

2017 winter indoor league retained the old team names of Mustangs, Marvels,

Minutemen, Midnights, Majors, Mavericks, Marshals, Maulers, and Magics.)

THE BUSINESS SIDE

The 2017 season saw a few changes to the league from the business side, all for

the betterment of the league and its structure. With the reorganization of the summer

league and the expansion of two additional teams, the MCSSL was in need of two

further prime sponsors. The league was also in need of a replacement sponsorship due

to one of the businesses dropping out, bringing the total to a need of three new prime

sponsors. In late December, Commissioner John Frantz put out the call to the

membership to assist in soliciting the business community for anyone interested in

providing sponsorship to the senior league. The call was answered. By early January,

the league welcomed three new business organizations into the fold of prime

sponsorships of the teams of the MCSSL. The new sponsors were: 1) North Penn Gulf,

one of Upper Gwynedd Township’s (Lansdale) premier automotive service and repair

centers, 2) the Conicelli family of auto dealerships, and 3) Financial Independent

Planning, a sound financial group. In addition, a fourth new sponsor, Hatboro Federal

Savings, graciously opted to sponsor our MCSSL website after all teams had sponsors.

The other important change to the business side affected the winter indoor

league. The long-time owner of the BucksMont Indoor Sports Facility sold the business
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to XL Sports World in late 2016. The changeover in ownership, however, had little to no

impact to the league’s continuing business relationship with the facility.

THE 2017 WINTER SEASON

Once again under the direction of Gordy Detweiler, the MCSSL’s winter indoor

season got off to a quick start in early January. The Hatfield facility came under new

ownership (XL Sports World), and fortunately the league’s structure and participation

was not affected. This year, there were enough players (a total of 96) signed up to field

nine teams. Gordy was able to arrange a better playing schedule this year that included

two additional time slots on Wednesday mornings at 9:00 a.m. and 10:30 a.m. On

Tuesdays there would be a full four games scheduled (9:00 a.m., 10:30 a.m., 12 noon,

and 1:30 p.m.), and on Thursdays there was only three games with the elimination of

the 1:30 p.m. game. The weather stayed cooperative all through January and into early

February until old man winter finally arrived to shut down the facility causing game

cancellations for one day. The missed games were made up on March 21st, and another

successful and fun-filled season came to an end with no further delays from the winter

woes.

THE MCSSL HALL OF FAME

The second year of the league’s program to honor those who have contributed

their time, talents, and determination to mold the MCSSL into the organization as we

know it today saw five new league members inducted into the hallowed hall. At the

annual league kick-off meeting in late April, Commissioner Frantz and Historian

Schreader presented a short overview of the process, in which all league members are

encouraged to nominate those individuals whom they feel deserve consideration for

recognition. The process remained the same, and the window period for nominations

was opened to the membership until early May.  In keeping with the guidelines, nine

nominees (not elected last year) were automatically carried over into 2017. This year,

there were an additional six nominees who entered their first year of eligibility for a total
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of fifteen nominees. The Nomination Committee (consisting of chair Historian George

Schreader, three current Hall of Fame members – Manny London, Stan Schwartz,

Dennis Lapin – and three members-at-large – George Hart, Bob Wellington, John

Lancaster) reviewed the achievements and qualifications of all the nominees. As the

guidelines allow for up to five individuals to be placed on the ballot, the committee came

to consensus and placed five members onto the ballot – Jim Binsberger, Tom Boyd, Joe

Juba, Ben Modica, and Larry O’Malley. The ballot was forwarded to the Commissioner,

who in turn submitted the ballot to the 42-person Board of Directors for their voting FOR

or AGAINST. The open voting period lasted until May 15 th.   A margin of 70% is required

for the individual to be inducted, and all five aforementioned members were elected.

The results of the Board voting were conveyed to the membership at the first

social/photo picnic of the season in late May.

Formal induction into the MCSSL Hall of Fame took place at the annual Family

Picnic on June 23rd. League historian Schreader presented to the crowd the

accomplishments of each individual, who was then presented the award by

Commissioner Frantz and Secretary Marple. A very poignant moment was had when

the late Ben Modica’s children, Joe and Maria, accepted the award for their dad and

made known to all league members just how much Ben loved the game and all the guys

he played with for all those years. The MCSSL Hall of Fame now has inducted ten

league members since its inception in 2016.
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The 2017 Hall of Fame class.

SUMMER FIELD MAINTENANCE ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGES

The league was sad to see the retirement of Joe Juba, who had been one of the

founding league members and who had unselfishly dedicated sixteen years to the

league. Joe played his entire MCSSL career as one of the original Mavericks. But more

than that, Joe endlessly contributed his time and effort as head groundskeeper,

establishing a crack team of guys to maintain the field. He was also the hotline guru and

was the moving force in starting the history project that culminated in the publication of

the league’s official history in book form. Joe would later be inducted into the Hall of

Fame for his selfless contributions over the years.
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With the retirement of Joe, the tough job of Director of Field Operations went to

one of Joe’s dedicated team members, Tommy Lane. Tommy jumped right into the new

position without breaking stride, and the field team continued its superb performance of

always having the field ready for play under all conditions. Tommy’s team this season

consisted of Tommy Corcoran, Dan Brady, Jeff Jordan, Tommy Dougherty, and Roger

Rinker. Howey Schwartz joined the team as expert mechanic/welder to maintain the

league’s tractor and other related equipment.

One other important addition was appropriated for field maintenance. Because of

the growing volume of equipment, the league purchased an additional metal storage

box that was positioned next to the original Job Box at the field. Safety Director Jim

Binsberger made the necessary arrangements to procure the new box. Field

maintenance team member Howey Schwartz modified both boxes by welding new lock

hasps to each box to ensure all league supplies would remain secured for league use

only.

THE 2017 SUMMER SEASON

The MCSSL’s summer season kicked off with all new core teams, eight in the

White Division and four in the Blue Division. In addition, also commencing play were

four teams in the supplemental Red Division consisting of players only from the White

Division.  The league’s new playing schedule that went into effect was structured as

follows: Blue Division games were all scheduled for Mondays and Wednesdays in the

9:00 a.m. and 10:30 a.m. time slots; White Division games were scheduled for

Tuesdays and Thursdays 9:00 a.m., 10:30 a.m., and 12 noon, and Wednesdays at 12

noon and 1:30 p.m.; Red Division play was scheduled for Mondays at 12 noon and 1:30

p.m.

The season was filled with several significant highlights (some of which are

presented in detail in other sections). One of the exciting highlights of the summer

season was the media coverage of the league and several of its players. Early in the
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season during May, Commissioner John Frantz, Summer League Director Bruce

Williams, and League Historian George Schreader were interviewed and videotaped by

representatives of Caukins Media. The group develops video documentaries for a series

titled Navigating Life, which focuses on senior living and activities. This on-line video

segment about the Montgomery County Senior Softball League was aired in June. The

Bucks County Courier Times also ran a companion article. In July, the front page article

in the Community section of The Intelligencer, entitled “A Player for the Ages”, was a

fitting tribute to the MCSSL’s senior of all seniors, founding father Angelo Malizia, who

turned 90 and continued to play in the Blue Division through the 2017 summer season.

Overall, the summer season lasting from April 25 th to October 19th was subjected

to a few heat cancellations, but quite a few more rain-outs due to an unusually wet

summer season. The season ended on a positive note, with the Red Division capping

off regular season play with an end-of-season one-pitch tournament that shuffled all the

Red division players onto different teams. Also, two additional “nostalgia” games were

held after the close of the regular season between the old-time Midnights vs. the

Mongrels, and the Midnights vs. the Mustangs.

THE TRAVEL TEAM MARAUDERS

The travel season started off once again this year with a traditional January trip

to Palmyra to play a doubleheader against the Harrisburg gang. Gordy Detweiler was

still smarting from last year’s performance against the Burgers, which went winless up

until the last two games at home. But the streak continued. The Marauders, with only

eleven guys making the event, put on two great defensive games along with the bats

exploding to log two impressive victories. A month later, however, the boys made a

return trip to the Palmyra facility to play the Burger gang again. The Harrisburg boys

clobbered Gordy’s gang, handing them two defeats that by all accounts weren’t even

close. Gordy’s long time senior rivals – and longtime friends – were all set for the

upcoming summer season and more fun in the senior sun.
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Summer didn’t start out exactly as Gordy had planned. The first summer travel

game away at Candlewick resulted in two astounding defeats, followed by two more at

West Chester, which noticeably fielded a much improved team. The Marauders’ first win

of the season didn’t happen until the charity game with the Phillies Ball Girls. Again,

Gordy took the mound for the girls against his Marauder team. This year’s contest was

more one-sided than the previous two years when the Marauders played the ladies. In

the first game, the Marauders prevailed 8-4. The second game was a 17-3 win to sweep

the double-header. One of the highlights of the game was a long blast over the fence by

rookie Tom Levins. Once again this year, the charity event took in $625, which was

contributed to the Phillies Ball Girls charities.

The remainder of the travel team summer season saw almost as many rain-outs

as games. The Marauders managed to sweep two games from Allentown’s Blue Team,

but split two and two with the Allentown Red Team. Gordy’s gang also split with West

Chester at three apiece, split with Northeast Philly at one apiece, but lost three games

to Lyons while only managing one win. Unfortunately, the Marauders were unable to

complete any play dates with the Schuylkill County gang or the Harrisburg gang

because of weather. Overall, the Travel Team Marauders came away from another

fun-filled winter and summer season with a combined record of 13 wins and 11 losses.

THE SOCIAL SCENE

The league’s most excellent social director, Manny London, wasted no time in

preparing for yet another spectacular annual holiday party at the beginning of

December, 2016, again held at the Church of the Messiah on Route 202 in North Wales.

Over a hundred members and their dates were in attendance and enjoyed a catered

feast of plenty as only Manny and Mrs. London could put together.  Manny arranged this

year for some entertainment that exceeded everyone’s expectations. A gentleman

named Eric Kearns put on a terrific one-man show that he bills as “Voices of Legends.”

Mr. Kearns vocal impressions of many of the legendary singers of our time,
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accompanied by the original music scores, took everyone on a trip down memory lane.

All in attendance could have sworn they were listening to such greats as Sinatra, Louis

Armstrong, Neil Diamond, and many, many more legends of the music industry.

Following the show, there was plenty of music left for dancing. The event capped the

end of a great 2016 season in the MCSSL.

Moving into the spring and summer months for 2017, on May 19th, the league

members enjoyed the first outdoor social event of the season, which again combined

team photo day with a great picnic. Manny once again put together a great feast, and

was happy to announce that the attendance at this year’s gathering set a record for

attendees, which included quite a few of the league’s new “rookies”, all of whom

certainly enjoyed the extravagant spread.

On Thursday evening May 25th, the league sponsored its annual outing to a

baseball minor league game. Due to its growing popularity, once more the Lehigh Valley

Iron Pigs team, which plays in Bethlehem, was the choice. Again this year, over a

hundred league and family members attended this popular event despite some

uncooperative weather.

On Thursday, June 22nd, the league held its annual golf outing, once again at

Skippack Golf Club. (The event had been scheduled a week earlier, but had to be

rescheduled due to the township re-scheduling its annual police day activities.) The

event was organized this year by Vince Torno, who assembled a committee consisting

of Mike Destefano, Steve Czyzewicz, Ben Fiore, Jimmy Flynn, Chuck Favata, and

George Schreader. The boys did a lot of legwork contacting a number of golf courses

throughout the county for pricing packages, and finally settled on Skippack. The cost

was kept at $45 per person, which included green fees, cart, refreshments following the

round, and prizes. Due to the last minute rescheduling, the field resulted in only about

45 golfers able to commit. It certainly did not diminish the fun. It was a great weather

day and everyone had a great time. Prizes (many of them donated by league members)

were awarded for longest drive, closest to the pin, low gross individual and team, low

net individual and team, and prize giveaways.  This year’s low net team winners were
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Steve Czyzewicz, Dan Brady, Bruce Williams and Joe Spiecker, and low gross winners

were Steve Mallozzi, Ray Forlano, and Tom Weinman.

The weather again threatened the Family Picnic activities on Friday late

afternoon and evening, June 23rd. Manny’s feast was spectacular as anticipated, with

many league members and family providing extra dishes and desserts. Fortunately, the

attendees made it through the banquet and follow-up activities, which included the Hall

of Fame induction ceremony, One-Pitch tournament team award, annual golf outing

team award, and prize giveaways. This was immediately followed by the evening

entertainment. Manny arranged for a local Doo-Wop group, “A Perfect Blend”, which

was excellent. They no sooner got into their act when, unfortunately, Mother Nature took

over and the rains came, sending most people to shelter. The rains continued off and on

and the group continued playing as the crowd thinned. Overall, it was yet another

fun-filled and successful family get-together.

The traditional end-of-season picnic was a spectacular success as always.

Manny arranged for an “Italian Banquet” in honor of Angelo Malizia, who recently had

celebrated his 90th birthday, which was also celebrated with much fanfare in the local

news media earlier in the summer. A special thank you was also extended to the field

maintenance team, under the new leadership of Tommy Lane, which went far beyond

the call of duty on many occasions throughout the season to prep the field after heavy

rains made it almost impossible to play. The boys enjoyed one heck of a round of

applause for their efforts.

ANNUAL ONE-PITCH TOURNAMENT

Once again, the tournament resulted in one of the most popular events of the

summer season. The preparation committee of Tommy Lane and Jimmy Marple did a

super job of organizing the teams while Manny London and Cheryl Marple kept the

tournament moving and did the scorekeeping for the ranking system. Tommy Dougherty

did a superb job of field preparation. It was another great turnout of players, as six
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teams were assembled. The teams were managed this year by Bruce Williams, Bob

Weaver, Steve Alligood, Dale Bishop, Wayne Bailey, and Jimmy Kotz. The tournament

started bright and early on Monday, June 12th, and the warm weather cooperated all

day. The format remained the same as in previous years, each team playing two

five-inning games. The field would then be pared down to three teams for the semi-final

round based upon wins/losses, runs scored for/against. A system of tie-breakers is used

to determine the winners. The first three teams to be eliminated were Team Weaver,

Team Bailey, and Team Kotz. The championship game was played between the

top-ranked team and the semi-final winner. Team Alligood lost in the first game of the

tournament, but bounced back twice to qualify for the championship game against Team

Williams, which hadn’t lost. Team Williams pulled off an impressive come from behind11

to 8 win to have their team name put on the league’s One-Pitch Tournament Trophy for

the second year in a row.

The tournament again this year also served as a charity event. Helping

worthwhile causes in the Hatfield area has become a mission of the league’s business

activities. The league is very appreciative of the support it has received from the

township over the years, and this year’s tournament raised money for the William J.

Chapman Memorial Scholarship Foundation. Donations this year totaling $436 were

collected during the event. Additional later donations were made by non-attending

league members and their families. Long time league member, Ben Fiore, for the

second year in a row sent out a call to all the golfers in the league asking them to “clean

out the garage” of all used golf balls. Ben collected the balls, sold them to a local driving

range, and donated the money back to the charity event. At the end of November at the

township meeting, the final total of $1,000 was donated and presented to the township

by Treasurer Stan Schwartz and Hatfield Township Liaison Bud Hyndman. Special

thanks went out to all those league members and supporters who generously

contributed to this worthy cause.
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Bruce Williams managed the 2017 Champions

ANOTHER FUN-FILLED SEASON COMES TO AN END…

… but it won’t be long before it all starts up again. The 2017 season was another

outstanding success for the MCSSL. Once again, we can’t emphasize enough how

much Tommy Lane’s field maintenance team did one spectacular job of preparing the

field each and every day that a game was scheduled! These guys are the best, and it

just goes to show again how dedicated the membership of this league is when it comes

to volunteering and to making each continuing year a better success than the year

before.

The 2017 season came to an end with the close of the end-of-season picnic. The

talk of the day was about how fast the summer season seemed to zip by this year. It
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seems to be that way when you get older, somebody said. Somebody else said that it

also means that the start-up of the winter season is approaching faster than we think.

Good thing. We’re ALL ready to start playing again after a few weeks off.
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A Narrative History of the
Montgomery County Senior Softball League

A Continuing History – 2018

THE BOYS ARE BACK FOR YET MORE AGAIN

The 2017 Montgomery County Senior Softball League season ended before

anybody was ready. But this is the way it always seems to happen year after year. The

end of the summer seems to sneak up on all of us, and none of us ever looks prepared

to accept that it all has suddenly come to a halt. But, hey… this is what senior life is all

about. Things going fast. But as we have all come to learn, good things go beyond what

we all ever expected. Whoever thought any of us at this age would be having so much

fun? Look what just went by in 2017. The winter season, as always, was more fun than

expected. The summer season’s league restructuring proved to be a success that

created many new friendships and team camaraderie, more than any of us anticipated.

Our hope was for more good things to continue coming. The league membership looked

ahead to the approaching 2018 season with much anticipation. And the league officers

were already preparing for the next season long before the last-game dust settled at

Hatfield School Road Park…

THE ORGANIZATION PREPARES FOR 2018

The annual MCSSL Board of Directors meeting, held on Wednesday, November

1st, 2017, was once again conducted at KC Prime Restaurant in Warrington, PA. A total

of twenty-nine board members (league officers and managers) were in attendance.

Attendees were immediately advised by Secretary Jim Marple that any formal voting
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requiring a two thirds majority at today’s meeting would require nineteen of the

attending members in agreement to pass a majority vote. Commissioner John Frantz

opened the meeting at 10:30 a.m. briefly presenting the day’s agenda. John had a bit of

notable news for the members, advising that Bruce Williams, the Summer League

Director, had received an application from a female, the first since way back in the early

2000’s when the league’s three original female players all retired. This year’s primary

agenda items included the annual treasurer’s report, the annual audit report, revisions

to the by-laws, field improvement proposal, and the 2017 MCSSL suggestions list.

Treasurer Stan Schwartz reported on the league’s financial situation, which

remains very sound. The member application fees for the upcoming 2018 season were

as follows: Winter Season fee remains at $100; Summer season fees are $100 for

White Division play only, $135 for White and Blue Division play, $125 for White and Red

Division regular play, and $110 for White Division regular and Red Division extra play.

Stan next reported that this past 2017 season, the league’s charity activities resulted in

donations of $625 to the Phillies Ball Girls Charity, and $1,000 to Hatfield Township’s

William J. Chapman Memorial Scholarship Foundation.

Assistant Commissioner Mike DeStefano next reported on the league’s annual

audit, conducted by league member Ron Clemens. As anticipated, there were no

issues. Mike then discussed some of the details of the league’s insurance coverage for

league members under various circumstances (i.e. covered are players in all games,

field maintenance team members performing duties, members at league social picnic

events at School Road Park, travel team members at all home and away games.) Mike

was going to check what coverage other travel teams have on their own players and

advise the board later.

Jim Marple next presented the proposed revisions to the existing By-Laws, which

were mostly clarification issues addressing the new three tier league structure. Also

included were clarification revisions to the duties of various officer positions. After

discussion of details, the proposed revisions to the By-Laws were unanimously

approved by all twenty-nine members.
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The next item on the agenda was a discussion on the Field Improvement

Proposal for School Road Park softball field. Tom Lane, Field Operations Director, had

previously contacted Integrated Turf Management, Inc., a company specializing in field

maintenance. The company met with Tom and his MCSSL reps, Hatfield Township reps,

and Softball America reps (who also utilize the field on a regular basis). ITM assessed

the field, then forwarded a written proposal to renovate the infield (not outfield),

including remedying the drainage conditions. The total proposal cost was $3,920. The

township offered to split the cost, resulting in a cost to the MCSSL of $1,960. (Note: SA

opted not to contribute to the cost; MCSSL did not take exception based upon the fact

that SA pays a significant amount of more money to the township greater than the

charge to the MCSSL.) Discussion was then held regarding the proposal. As an

addendum, the motion was made to investigate added minor repairs to the outfield up to

$500 additional. The proposal was put out for vote, and all twenty-nine attendees

unanimously voted for approval. Tom moved forward with the project. Tom advised he

would also work with ITM to develop a new method for the MCSSL Field Maintenance

Team for field preparation and care.

The next item on the agenda was the review of the 41 suggestions submitted by

the league membership. The suggestions, as in years past, were categorized to

expedite the discussion and voting process. (As always, the details of all the individual

suggestions were posted on the Member Area of the website.) A majority of the

individual suggestions did not receive a motion from the floor to vote upon. Following

are the highlights and results of the suggestions that were brought to vote:  1) Limiting

the number of infielders to four was NOT APPROVED; however, the rules document will

be revised to include a note that both Blue and Red divisions’ modified rules be posted

on the website; 2) Utilizing dedicated umpires was NOT APPROVED; however, an

umpiring clinic and an “Umpiring Tips” document will be developed and available at the

2018 spring kick-off meeting; 3) Training of the field maintenance team in the new

method for field preparation and grading was APPROVED, and will be an integral part

of the ITM contract to improve the field; 4) Compensation to the field maintenance team

members was NOT APPROVED; members of the team indicated refusal to accept any
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compensation if this suggestion was passed; 5) Elimination of the batting rugs was

APPROVED; rugs should not be necessary when the field project is completed.

The final item discussed was the heat index issue. Bruce Williams advised that

he uses the index for the immediate area around Hatfield. The issue was brought up

questioning whether insurance would cover players during an “official” heat warning.

The members were advised that there is no caveat in the policy that addresses heat

indexing. The meeting was adjourned at 2:00 p.m. by Commissioner Frantz, who

thanked all for their spirited discussion and input.

THE 2018 WINTER SEASON

Gordy Detweiler, the MCSSL’s winter league director, once more got the indoor

season got off to a quick start. The Hatfield facility, under the new ownership of XL

Sports World, continued the long-standing business relationship with the league. The

league this winter season saw the biggest increase of players yet with a total of 112

signing up to play some winter softball. In mid-December, Gordy assembled the

managers and held the traditional draft. Gordy had enough to field ten teams this year,

which also made scheduling a lot easier. On Tuesdays and Thursday there would again

be a full four games scheduled at 9:00 a.m., 10:30 a.m., 12 noon, and 1:30 p.m. As last

year, the playing schedule included two additional time slots on Wednesday mornings at

9:00 a.m. and 10:30 a.m.

The league this year had a significant increase in player applications, both for the

winter and summer seasons. A total of twenty new players entered their applications.

Earlier in late December, the new winter players were invited to the Hatfield facility for a

“workout” session with some of the regular winter players. In early January, Bruce

Williams, Director Summer League, scheduled the official player evaluation and workout

session for the summer managers and officers to observe and rate the new players,

who would ultimately be placed on teams in accordance with individual team needs and
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parity. (As a side note, the league received the first female application in years, but the

individual failed to respond to the workout session invite.)

The winter indoor season barely got started before the first nor’easter of winter

decided to blanket the North Penn area. The boys opened the season the first week of

January by playing on Tuesday and Wednesday, but by Thursday the first of several

storms to come shut down the whole area and the games had to be postponed. By the

time February rolled around it didn’t get any better. Two more storms forced game

cancellations for the day, and on one additional day games were cancelled when the

facility shut down for administrative purpose. Just when things were supposed to

improve weather wise, March brought a series of nor’easter storms that made the

record books. The season had to be extended into the third week of March, where

twelve postponed games had been re-scheduled. For the first time in MCSSL history,

the fourth nor’easter of March caused cancellation of previously snowed-out games.

The season had to be extended yet again into the last week of March before all the

games could be completed according to schedule. All in all, it was one horrible

weather-related winter season, but despite the setbacks, the boys persevered, had as

much fun as always, and looked even more forward to the summer kickoff.

THE BUSINESS SIDE

The annual CPR/AED training was conducted on Thursday, April 5 th, which

consisted of training for three volunteer members per team. The annual kick-off meeting

was held on Friday, April 6 th.  John Frantz entered his sixth year as league

commissioner. John was proud to announce that the league was entering its twentieth

year. The 2018 season saw few changes from the business standpoint. The activities

planned for the season were many which included: a trip to the Iron Pigs minor league

game in Bethlehem, annual photo day picnic, MCSSL golf outing, a special 20th

Anniversary Celebration family picnic, one-pitch tournament, and the end-of-season

picnic.
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Commissioner Frantz opened the annual kick-off meeting by welcoming all the

new players to the league. The Commissioner was proud to announce that Ron

Clemens had accepted the position as the league’s new Treasurer, and that Howey

Schwartz had accepted the position as the league’s new Promotions Director. The

highlights of the meeting included putting emphasis on all the safety aspects of playing,

and the Commissioner reinforced a number of other key issues, including weather and

heat criteria, the requirement that all pitchers wear a mask, and the screen must be

used during batting practice. The structure of the league for 2018 would retain the Red,

White, and Blue levels of play, and teams in all three divisions would remain the same,

with any new players being placed as needed. Another few highlights of the meeting

were two presentations, one a special PowerPoint presentation by Joe Kelly entitled,

“The Joy of Senior Softball and Why We Keep Coming Back for More.” This was

followed by League Historian George Schreader presenting a PowerPoint program,

“The MCSSL’s 20th Year – A Short History of the Year-to-Year Highlights.” Both Joe’s

and George’s presentations captured the many positive reasons and motivations of why

this gang of seniors enjoys the game of softball so much, and this league in particular.

THE MCSSL HALL OF FAME

The third year of the league’s program to honor those who have contributed their

time, talents, and determination to mold the MCSSL into the organization as we know it

today saw five new league members inducted into the hallowed hall.

At the annual league kick-off meeting in early April, Commissioner Frantz and

Historian Schreader presented a short overview of the process, in which all league

members are encouraged to nominate those individuals whom they feel deserve

consideration for recognition. The process remained the same, and the window period

for nominations was opened to the membership until early May.

In accordance with the guidelines, nine nominees (not elected last year) were

automatically carried over into 2018. This year, there were an additional four nominees

who entered their first year of eligibility for a total of thirteen nominees. The Nomination
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Committee (consisting of chair Historian George Schreader, three current Hall of Fame

members – Manny London, Dennis Lapin, and Gordy Detweiler – and three

members-at-large – Ben Fiore, Bill Bogle, and Dale Bishop) reviewed the achievements

and qualifications of all the nominees. As the guidelines allow for up to five individuals to

be placed on the ballot, the committee came to consensus and placed five members

onto the ballot – Tommy Corcoran, Mike DeStefano, Jim Marple, Dave Speelhoffer, and

Bob Weaver. The ballot was forwarded to the Commissioner, who in turn submitted the

ballot to the 42-person Board of Directors for their voting FOR or AGAINST. The open

voting period lasted until mid-May. A margin of 70% is required for the individual to be

inducted, and all five nominees were elected.

The results of the BOD voting were conveyed to the membership at the first

social/photo picnic of the season in late May. Formal induction into the MCSSL Hall of

Fame took place at the annual family picnic on June 16th. League Historian Schreader

presented to the crowd the accomplishments of each individual, who was then

presented the award by Commissioner Frantz. The list of MCSSL Hall-of-Famers

continues to grow each year, and by the 2018 season there were fifteen inductees, all

fine gentlemen who each in their own way have contributed time and effort to build this

great organization, and all of whom have exemplified what founder Vic Zoldy’s vision

was about.
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Five more members enter the Hall of Fame.

SCHOOL ROAD PARK FIELD IMPROVEMENT

A few short weeks following the Board’s approval to contract with Integrated Turf

Management, Inc., work began on the School Road Park field. Tom Lane, Director of

Field Operations, was on hand to watch the start-up of the improvement activities at the

end of November. After spending some time talking to the company manager, a

gentleman named Steve Cataldo, Tom immediately had some good news to report to

the league’s board members. Actual work took about a week, and the final results

ultimately exceeded all expectations.

When ITM had completed the project, the field was in excellent condition

awaiting only the upcoming summer season. In addition to fulfilling the contractual

obligation, ITM had also repaired the bare spot in left field (as well as a few other

noticeable outfield spots) at no extra charge. All in all, a load of about twenty-five tons of
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infield mix was brought to the field, and at the completion of the project, ITM deposited

the leftover portion near the league’s shed for future use. During the final phase of the

improvement on the last day, which was the “dressing-up” of the field, Tom had invited

the entire field maintenance team to come out and watch the proper procedure as part

of the “training package” for the team, which ultimately established the new and

improved method to prep the field.

When the project was finally completed, Mr. Cataldo advised Tom that his

company did not want to charge for the extra work done to the outfield. ITM was hoping

the league would allow him and his company to “showcase” the School Road Park field

and their work as a marketing/salesmanship tool, and his plan was to have the field

looking so good it will attract more business. The league, of course, was absolutely

amenable to this request, along with the promise by Mr. Cataldo that he would always

be available to address any future problems or issues regarding the field. The proof of

just how well the field had been improved didn’t come until the following spring when the

league players took the diamond. Nothing more needed to be said, as the smiles

expressed it all.

THE 2018 SUMMER SEASON

Mother Nature refused to cooperate and continued to carry her winter

interruptions right into spring. The scheduled start-up of spring practices and games in

April all had to be postponed because of inclement weather. It was the first time in

memory that the league regular season started with no teams having any pre-season

practice due to rain and stormy conditions. The whole month of May wasn’t much

different, as close to half of the scheduled games continued to be rained out right up

into June. The decision was made at the end of May to extend the season one extra

week in October to give the boys a few additional games to make up for lost time.
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The MCSSL’s summer season finally kicked off with the same set-up as the

previous year, eight teams in the White Division and four teams in the Blue Division.

Blue Division games again were all scheduled for Mondays and Wednesdays in the

9:00 a.m. and 10:30 a.m. time slots; White Division games were again scheduled for

Tuesdays and Thursdays 9:00 a.m., 10:30 a.m., and 12 noon, and Wednesdays at 12

noon and 1:30 p.m.; Red Division play was again scheduled for Mondays at 12 noon

and 1:30 p.m.

The Red Division entered its third year of competition. This season, Red Division

Director George Schreader set up the division differently. Eligible players (only from the

White Division) were asked their preference to play either regular or as an extra player.

With forty-eight indicating to play on a regular basis, four teams of twelve per roster

were set up and scheduled. There were seventeen players on the extra list. This

season, Wayne Bailey was appointed as the Manager Extra List, whose task was to fill

in team vacancies. Team managers were required to contact Wayne for substitute

players, thereby creating more equal opportunity for extra players to participate.

The Red Division schedule was set at twenty-one games, which allowed for each

team to play their opponents seven times over the course of the season. Because of the

2018 calendar, there were two Mondays (July 2nd and October 15th) left open as “TBD”

dates. On July 2nd, the boys were scheduled to play a new brand of competition softball

developed by Director Schreader called “Four-Man Team, One-Pitch Tournament.” The

trial competition never got off the ground. Unfortunately, once again, Mother Nature

refused to cooperate, as the July tournament had to be canceled due to excessive heat.

Overall, the summer season lasted from the second week of April through to the

end of October. Mother Nature wasn’t cooperative for Red Division play either, as seven

Monday dates were canceled due to the inclement weather. The season ended on a

positive note, with the Red Division capping off regular season play on October 15th with

an end-of-season One-Pitch Tournament (double elimination) that pitted the regular

teams against each other.
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THE TRAVEL TEAM MARAUDERS

Gordy Detweiler was focused right from the start to improve on last year’s record

of 13 wins and 11 losses. The travel season kicked off once again in early February with

a traditional trip to Palmyra to play a doubleheader against the Harrisburg gang.

Unfortunately, the bats hadn’t unthawed yet from the recent arctic conditions in the

North Penn area. The Marauders couldn’t get it going and lost two games to the

Burgers. A few weeks later, Gordy arranged for a rematch and headed out to Palmyra

again, only to be handed another two defeats. Because of the horrible weather

throughout the course of the winter, no more travel games were scheduled.

It wasn’t until early May that the Marauders next played a travel game. Traveling

to West Chester to play longtime friends and competitors, the Marauders were met by a

very formidable team, handing Gordy a trouncing in both games. Rainy weather kept

the Marauders from playing any more games during the month of May. Finally, by

mid-June, the weather broke and West Chester came to Sellersville for a doubleheader

rematch. The Marauders easily handed the West Chester gang two defeats. But the rest

of the season did not go as well for the Marauders, due both to the continual rain

cancellations and some sounding defeats from West Chester, Lyons, Philadelphia, and

Allentown. Overall, the Travel Team Marauders came away from another fun-filled

winter and summer season with a combined record of 7 wins and 11 losses.

THE SOCIAL SCENE

Manny London, the league’s legendary social director, wasted no time in

organizing yet another spectacular annual holiday party at the beginning of December,

2017. The event was again held at the Church of the Messiah on Route 202 in North

Wales. The 2017 party was one huge event, as the turnout of members and their dates

was the biggest ever in the history of league social parties. The feast, as always, was
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spectacular, with plenty of food and drinks. Manny arranged this year for a yet a

different kind of entertainment. A musical tribute group, “The Beat Tells”, were on stage

to perform a variety of Beatles songs to everyone’s delight. Following their show, the

group continued playing for an evening of dancing and fun. One of the highlights of the

event was the attendance of several very special guests who were invited along with

their significant others.  These special guests all hold a place of honor in the history of

the MCSSL. Attending was league founder Vic Zoldy, and four other gentlemen who

helped build this league in the early years: Tom Boyd, Joe Smith, Chuck Trautwein, and

Dave Pacewicz. It was a great gathering that sparked a lot of memories, and a great

way to bring the 2017 season to an end.

Moving into the spring and summer months for 2018, the league held the first

outdoor social event of the season in May. But again, due to inclement weather, the

original date for the activity had to be postponed until the following week. On Friday,

May 25th, the event was held, which again combined team photo day with a great picnic.

Manny London once again put together a great feast. Manny was happy to announce

that the attendance at this year’s gathering set a record for attendees at 132, which

included quite a few of the league’s new “rookies”, all of whom certainly enjoyed the

extravagant spread. Among the new players introduced were twin brothers Frank Kling

(Marvels) and Jack Kling (Magics), the first time in the league’s history that twin siblings

graced the ranks of league membership. One of the highlights of the picnic was the

official announcement that Tommy Corcoran, Mike DeStefano, Jim Marple, Dave

Speelhoffer, and Bob Weaver were the new members to be inducted into the Hall of

Fame in June.

On Tuesday, May 29th, the MCSSL’s night at the Phillies AAA team Iron Pigs’

game saw 131 attendees – the most ever! – as league and family members enjoyed a

minor league baseball game on a perfect weather evening in Bethlehem. The league

was among the groupings of attendees to throw out a ceremonial first pitch before the

game. This year, the “pitching ace” on the mound from the MCSSL was Mike Dent, who

threw the pitch, “… right on the corner for a perfect strike!” … or so was claimed when
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interviewed by his league-mates after the game. We’re sure Mike did, as all MCSSL

softballers always throw strikes!

The focal activity of the season was the family picnic held on Saturday, June 16th,

which was featured as the 20th Anniversary Celebration of the MCSSL. The weather

was perfect! The event was combined with the Travel Team Marauders playing a charity

double header against the Phillies Ball Girls (the fourth year in a row) and the induction

of five new members into the MCSSL Hall of Fame. The charity game event was open

to the public, sponsors were invited to attend, and entertainment was provided. Thanks

to the super efforts of Dennis Lapin, Howard Schwartz, John Frantz, Manny London,

Bud Hyndman and others, the event was heavily publicized in the weeks prior to the

event. The league experienced some great news media exposure prior to the event that

included an WNPV radio interview of John Frantz, and news articles in both the

Intelligencer and the Reporter. On the day of the event, we had a great turnout of

members, families, public supporters, and a significant number of sponsor tables, all

that culminated in a very successful community event. Hatfield featured their ladder fire

truck, and entertainment and snack stations were set up for the kids and parents. The

doubleheader charity game between the league’s Marauders and the Phillies Ball Girls

highlighted the day, again raising over a thousand dollars for the charity. In the

afternoon, the MCSSL family enjoyed yet another spectacular picnic social orchestrated

by Manny London and his special entourage of MCSSL “family” members. Five league

members were newly inducted into the MCSSL Hall of Fame. Later in June, the

league’s 20th year in existence was recognized by Congressman Brian Fitzpatrick on the

floor of the House of Representatives in Washington, DC, and both Ray Forlano and

Angelo Malizia were mentioned as original members. The 20th Anniversary event

certainly put the MCSSL in a special limelight that all the league members, past and

present, can certainly be proud of for years to come.

Even though this is a league of senior softballers, what has become an annual

event is every bit as much fun. The annual MCSSL Golf Outing was held on Thursday,

June 21st again at Skippack Golf Course. This year Jimmy Flynn assumed the duties of
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the golf organizing committee composed of himself, Vince Torno, Mike DeStefano, Ben

Fiore, and Steve Czyzewicz. Forty members of the league were in competition for the

prestigious prize of… bragging rights! Again, it was a weather-friendly day as the gang

played a fun round of scramble golf. Winners this year were as follows. Low Score (61):

Ron Pratowski, Jim Flynn, Jim Hagopian, Enzo Vassalluzzo; Low Net Score (47): Steve

Mallozzi, Billy Mallozzi, Ray Forlano, Steve Alligood; Longest Drive: Fred Walker;

Closest to Pin: Jerry Kratz, Dan Brady, Fred Walker, Steve Czyzewicz. Many league

members donated prizes, including an anonymous donation of “Juba Balls” (a rather

humorous novelty donation of a dozen golf balls embossed with the face of

Hall-of-Famer Joe Juba). The four lucky winners of a sleeve of the coveted “Juba Balls”

were Joe Howe, John Frantz, Roger Rosenberger, and Joe Bruckler.

The end of October saw another fun-filled end-of-season picnic. It might have

been chilly and overcast, but the boys came out in a record number to enjoy another

spectacular feast arranged by Manny and Mrs. London. Manny’s theme this year was a

pig roast, and all agreed it was just as good as any Hawaiian luau, better yet since it

was done in Manny’s own MCSSL style. The give-away gifts on the table contributed by

members were plentiful, and the 50-50 give-away saw an additional three members

winning a prize.

Following the feast, a very, very special presentation was made that exemplifies

the generosity of the MCSSL organization. Earlier in the season, the league

membership supported Assistant Commissioner Mike DeStefano’s proposal to select

the Pennsylvania Veterans Foundation as this years’ designated charity. Mike was the

organizing force behind the effort. This fine all-volunteer organization assists ALL eras

of Pennsylvania veterans from WWII to those currently serving, including spouses and

children, who are in need of financial help. At the kick-off meeting in April, the league

officers and members overwhelmingly agreed with Mike’s proposal to honor the military

service of past commissioner Stan Schwartz, who was not only a U.S. Navy veteran,

but who was also a strong supporter of our nation’s military personnel. Upon Stan’s

passing, his family requested contributions be given to veterans’ organizations. In honor
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of Stan, the league contributed to the Pennsylvania Veterans Foundation. In attendance

at the presentation were Mrs. Ellen Schwartz and daughter, Ivy (Schwartz) Pearlsatin,

and the league membership expressed how proud it was to have had Stan as one of its

brothers. Prior to the presentation, Manny London delivered a very poignant speech on

his memories of his friend Stan, and all that Stan achieved in helping to make the

MCSSL into what it has become today.  The highlight of the speech was Manny’s

reading of the letter received by his family from the Department of the Navy recounting

the honorable ceremony of Stan Schwartz’s cremation burial at sea the previous April

on the USS Winston S. Churchill (DDG 81). Following Manny’s tribute, John Lancaster –

himself a veteran and very active in veterans’ activities – was given the honor to present

the amount of $2,000 to representative Angie Curran of the foundation. Ms. Curran

graciously accepted the donation and thanked the membership for its generosity and

thoughtfulness.

Donation to the Pennsylvania Veterans Foundation in 2018.
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THE TOURNAMENT SCENE

The summer weather continued with a vengeance, but only this time it wasn’t

rain, but rather the heat. The annual one-pitch tournament was originally scheduled for

June 18th but had to be canceled. The tournament was rescheduled for August 10 th. The

preparation committee of Bruce Williams and Jimmy Marple did a super job of

organizing the teams while Manny London and Cheryl Marple kept the tournament

moving and did the scorekeeping for the ranking system. Tom Lane and the field prep

team once more did a superb job of field preparation. It was another great turnout of

players, as six teams were assembled through the standard draft system. The teams

were managed this year by Steve Alligood, Dale Bishop, John McCann, Bob Gaugler,

Howey Schwartz, and Pete Perez.

The tournament started bright and early Friday morning at 8:20 a.m. and the

warm weather cooperated all day. The format remained the same as in previous years,

each team playing two five-inning games. The field would then be pared down to three

teams for the semi-final round based upon wins/losses, runs scored for/against. A

system of tie-breakers is used to determine the winners. The first three teams to be

eliminated were Team McCann, Team Gaugler, and Team Bishop. In the championship

game, Team Schwartz (2 wins, 1 loss) played against top-ranked Team Alligood (2 wins,

0 losses) for the title. Team Schwartz won the game by a 9 – 4 score and claimed the

coveted league tournament trophy. Congratulations went out to the winning team

consisting of Howey Schwartz (manager), Dan Brady, Steve Czyzewicz, Don Dennis,

Mike DeStefano, Scott Kowit, Terry Leach, John McCullough, Scott Norris, John Packel,

and Nick Silveri.
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Howey Schwartz managed the 2018 Champions.

The tournament again this year also served as a charity event. Helping

worthwhile causes in the Hatfield area has become a mission of the league’s business

activities. The money raised this year went to the previously mentioned Pennsylvania

Veterans Foundation in memory and honor of the late Stan Schwartz. Donations

collected during the event this year initially totaled over a thousand dollars, with

additional later donations being made by non-attending league members and their

families. Long time league member, Ben Fiore, for the third year in a row sent out a call

to all the golfers in the league asking them to “clean out the garage” of all used golf

balls. Ben collected the balls, sold them to a local driving range, and donated the money

back to the charity event. At the end of the season, the very generous amount totaled

the $2,000 that was donated to the attending representative of the foundation at the
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end-of-season picnic. Special thanks went out to all those league members and

supporters who generously contributed to this worthy cause.

The MCSSL’s ASA Liaison Officer, Lew Hoffman, added yet another tournament

to the season’s repertoire. Lew organized an ASA-sanctioned “70 and Over” tournament

and assembled three teams of players from the league’s membership. Players in the

league who were 70 years old and over (or who turned 70 in CY2018) were eligible to

participate. Money collected from each player went to the ASA treasury for the entrance

fee for each team, which is a requirement to be recognized as an official ASA event.

Establishing ASA-sanctioned events adds credibility to any organized league and shows

strong support of the ASA organization, especially at the senior level.

The double-elimination tournament started at 9:30 a.m. under sunny blue skies

and warm weather. Under ASA tournament rules, a few of our league’s modifications

were disallowed. Runners are not allowed to overrun the bases and runners must be

tagged out when there is no force play. To speed up the game, batters went up to the

plate with a 2-1 count. The three teams were arbitrarily designated as Red, White, and

Blue. In the first game, Red played White, with the White team winning. In the second

game, the Blue team defeated the White team. The third game was the loser’s bracket,

with Red and White playing again. This time the Red team won, thereby eliminating the

White team. The fourth game was all prepared to commence around 1:00 p.m. when

Mother Nature, yet again this season, arrived with her summer fury. Gray skies rolled in

with thunder and lightning and then the rains came. The remaining games,

unfortunately, had to be canceled and the tournament came to a disappointing early end

with no clear winner. But as always, everybody won because everybody all had fun.
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ANOTHER FUN-FILLED SEASON COMES TO AN END

To say it was a unique year overall for the MCSSL is an understatement. All

agreed that it was the worst weather year in the twenty-year history of the league. One

team reported that they had one-third of their scheduled games canceled due to

inclement weather and heat. That statistic was mostly indicative of the entire league.

But despite the setbacks, the 2018 season was another terrific success for the MCSSL.

Tommy Lane’s field maintenance team turned in another super effort to keep the field

playable despite the weather-related obstacles.

The 2018 season closed with the end-of-season picnic, and despite the chill, the

turnout was high. The talk of the day was about how fast the summer season seemed to

zip by this year and how often the boys had to dodge the raindrops. But it didn’t seem to

“dampen their spirits” in the least as they talked about the coming winter softball

season. And, of course, next year’s summer season, which the boys all assured each

other is going to be weather-friendly. There wasn’t a doubt in anyone’s mind. The 2019

season is just around the corner…
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A Narrative History of the
Montgomery County Senior Softball League

A Continuing History – 2019

THE BOYS ARE BACK TO START THE THIRD DECADE

The 2018 Montgomery County Senior Softball League season might have

ended on a wet note, but it certainly didn’t “dampen the spirits” of all those anxious to

return for the start-up of the league about to enter it’s twenty-first year of existence. As

the league continues to grow in popularity, more new retiring seniors are enjoying the

ranks of hundreds who have already passed through. The 2019 indoor winter season

saw thirteen new players, and by the start-up of the summer season there were

twenty-four new faces joining the ranks of the MCSSL.

THE ORGANIZATION MOVES FORWARD TOWARD 2019

The annual MCSSL Board of Directors meeting was held on Wednesday,

November 7th, 2018, once again conducted at KC Prime Restaurant in Warrington, PA.

A total of thirty-seven out of forty-two board members (league officers and managers)

were in attendance. With a busy agenda to be covered at the meeting, Commissioner

John Frantz opened the meeting shortly after 10:30 a.m., first thanking everyone for

their support during the last six years he has been the league commissioner, reminding

everyone that his term expires at the close of the meeting as per the by-laws. The

general agenda items to be addressed were: 1) election of the next commissioner, 2)

the treasurer’s report and follow-up audit report, 3) officer changes, 4) discussion of
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proposed rules changes, 5) discussion of league restructuring proposals, 6) discussion

of membership suggestions, 7) new business.

The first order of business was the election of the next commissioner. Secretary

Jim Marple reviewed the process (election requiring a majority), and advised attendees

that Steve Alligood was seeking election and John Frantz was seeking re-election, with

four other members respectfully declining nominations. Prior to the meeting, both Steve

and John had submitted written proposals to the league membership (made available

for review on the website), and both nominees made an oral presentation to the BOD

members at the meeting, followed by questions from the floor. A written ballot was

passed out to the thirty-seven BOD members in attendance. Assistant Commissioner

Mike DeStefano then oversaw an ad hoc committee of six attendees to tabulate the

results of the balloting. The results of the election were 23 to 14 in favor of John Frantz,

who will remain as league commissioner for the next four years in accordance with the

by-laws.

Following John’s re-election, Mike advised that since the role of assistant

commissioner is an appointed position, the commissioner is free to appoint any league

member who may desire to fill that role. Mike advised he was amenable to stepping

down to allow someone else in the ranks of the membership the opportunity to assume

the role, and that if anyone was interested in that role, to advise John of their interest.

Mike further emphasized that the position is open to all members of the league, who

would be made aware of the opportunity.

The next order of business was Treasurer Ron Clemens’ report on the league’s

financial situation, which remains very sound. The member application fees for the

upcoming 2019 season would stay the same, the recommendation being no increase in

dues. Dues will continue as follows: Winter Season fee remains at $100; Summer

season fees are $100 for White Division or Blue Division play, $125 for White and Red

Division regular play, and $110 for White Division regular and Red Division extra play.

Following Ron’s report, Vince Torno reviewed the findings of the most recent audit

report. No problems were found, and the following recommendations were made: 1)
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create an upper limit on expenditures beyond which officer approval is required, 2)

minimize cash expenditures, 3) considering adjusting the fiscal year. A task group will

be formed to review the audit recommendations.

The next order of business was the announcement by Commissioner Frantz of

three officer changes. The following changes were effective immediately: Joe Sharp

replaced Gordy Detweiler as Travel Team Manager; Bob Miller replaced George

Schreader as Summer Red Division Director; Vince Torno replaced Bruce Williams as

Summer White Division Director. The Board thanked Gordy, George, and Bruce for

having given their time and talents to the organization. Gordy will continue as the Winter

League Director and George will continue as the League Historian.

Jim Marple next presented the proposed revisions to two rules (Rules 2 and 7),

both of which were approved (requirement of a two-thirds majority). The revised

changes are as follows: 1) Rule 2e: A team short of players must borrow players from

the scheduled opponent when excess players are available from that opponent;

managers should rotate players that are transferred to the opponent throughout the

season, and 2) Rule 7j: Tag of a runner by a defensive player will not be allowed after

crossing the commitment line. The runner will be called safe, the ball remains live and

the runner is not required to touch the scoring plate. NOTE: If a runner re-crosses the

commitment line for any reason in an attempt to return to third base, he will be declared

out and the ball remains live. And Rule 7k: Rule 7j applies if a runner is tagged after

crossing the commitment line.

The next agenda item was the discussion of the 64 suggestions submitted by the

league membership. Suggestions, as in years past, were categorized to expedite the

discussion and voting process. The details of all the individual suggestions were posted

prior to the meeting on the Member Area of the website for preview by all.

In the months prior to the BOD meeting, as suggested by member Joe

Laskowski, Commissioner Frantz had established a sub-committee (Assistant

Commissioner Mike DeStefano, chair, Secretary Jim Marple, and members John Packel
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and Ron Clunk from the Blue Division, and Joe Laskowski, Tim Smith, Steve

Czyzewicz, and Dan Brady from the White Division) to examine all the suggestions and

to group the similar proposals into one for the purpose of facilitating the discussions at

the BOD meeting.

The most conspicuous topic from the consolidated suggestion list was the

pending proposals to restructure the league, many of the suggestions focusing on

eliminating the Red Division and re-aligning the number of teams in both the White and

Blue Divisions. Prior to the BOD discussion on the floor, Mike presented the

sub-committee’s consensus on this single suggestion topic, which consisted of three

options. The options for discussion were: 1) Option ‘A’: retain the current three-division

structure (roster of 192 players) for 2019, 2) Option ‘B’: create a two-division structure

(White and Blue, eliminating Red, roster of 192 players) with each division consisting of

six teams, White drafted first, remaining undrafted players to Blue, and 3) Option ‘C’:

create a two-division structure (White and Blue, eliminating Red, roster of 176 players)

with eight White teams (14 players per roster) and four Blue teams (16 players per

roster), with White reducing defensive players from 12 to 11. Each of the options also

included a suggested drafting and structuring process. Option ‘A’ also included a

component to further explore the restructuring of the league in 2020.

After a lengthy discussion, the BOD ultimately decided to go with Option ‘A’ and

defer re-structuring the league until the 2020 season, thus the existing Red/White/Blue

league structure will remain in place for the entire 2019 season. In the interim,

Commissioner Frantz advised he would set up a task force (to include himself and

representatives from both White and Blue Divisions) to revisit the options, and report

back to the BOD by June 30, 2019. The BOD would then make a decision on the future

course to restructure the league by July 31, 2019.

Following the lengthy discussion of league re-structuring, the remaining

suggestions submitted by the league membership were reviewed. Following are the

highlights and results in general of the suggestions that were brought to vote:  1)

Baserunning: Rule 6d to be revised, chalk line to be drawn in foul territory to allow the
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runner to first base to avoid having to tag either white or orange base, only have his foot

down on or past the chalk line; Rule 2h to be revised, courtesy runner from home will

not be called out when batter checks swing unless both feet have crossed the chalk

line, 2)  Bats: current specs for bats to remain; a method will be established to purchase

new bats while eliminating older bats (5 per season for the next three years) to

ultimately have a maximum of 20 bats in the league inventory; system to track bats

(purchase and retirement) will also be established, 3) Heat: managers shall have the

authority to cancel, shorten, or suspend a game if heat is considered to be a  health

hazard, 4) Umpires: a trial of using non-participant umpires (White Division only) will be

conducted for the first three months of the 2019 season, to be coordinated by Summer

White Division Director Vince Torno, 5) MISC: league will approach Hatfield Township

about holding the annual One-Pitch Tournament on Friday instead of Monday.

New business items were also presented and discussed as follows. Health &

Safety Director Jim Binsberger proposed a project to add another bench to be placed in

the vicinity of the existing “Vic Zoldy Bench.” The cost of the original bench was $1,245.

The BOD members unanimously approved adding a new bench, upping the expenditure

to $1,500. Jim has already had a dialogue with Hatfield Township, and the league will

approach the township for official permission and ask if they would be amenable to

contributing to the new bench. Social Director Manny London reminded everyone about

the upcoming Holiday Party event, and asked for assistance from any members willing

to help with upcoming social duties. Howey Schwartz and Jim Husted both volunteered

to assist Manny. A proposal was put out to combine the 2019 Family Picnic with the

traditional Phillies Ball Girls Charity event (tentative date Saturday, June 15th). The

motion was unanimously approved.

The meeting was adjourned at 2:00 p.m. by Commissioner Frantz, who thanked

all for their spirited discussion and input.
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THE 2019 WINTER INDOOR SEASON

Gordy Detweiler, the MCSSL’s winter league director, once more got the indoor

season off to a quick start. The Hatfield facility, under the ownership of XL Sports World,

continued the long-standing business relationship with the league. The league this

winter season saw a total of 108 (thirteen new players) signing up to play some winter

softball. In mid-December, Gordy assembled the managers and held the traditional

draft, again fielding ten teams. Scheduling continued the same with no changes, all

teams playing twenty-two games each. On Tuesday and Thursday there would again be

a full four games scheduled at 9:00 a.m., 10:30 a.m., 12 noon, and 1:30 p.m. On

Wednesday mornings, two games were scheduled at 9:00 a.m. and 10:30 a.m.

Unlike the previous year, the North Penn area experienced a relatively mild

winter with no major snowstorms causing area-wide closings. Only one scheduled day

was canceled due to inclement weather, and the games were made up in late March the

week following the close of the regular season. All in all, it was a typical winter season

with no setbacks, and the boys had as much fun as always, looking forward to the

summer kickoff.

THE LEAGUE’S BUSINESS AND ANNUAL KICK-OFF

The annual CPR/AED training was conducted on Friday, March 29th, which

consisted of training for three volunteer members per team. The annual member kick-off

meeting was held on Friday, April 5 th, with 126 members in attendance.  John Frantz

entered his seventh year as league commissioner, and was proud to announce that the

league was entering its twenty-first year. Support for the league by contributors and

sponsors remained as dedicated as ever, and the participation level continues as strong
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as could be envisioned. The 2019 season saw a few changes from the business

standpoint.

Commissioner Frantz opened the meeting welcoming all the new players to the

league, of which there were twenty signed up, and began with the general business. He

announced that the league structure will remain the same for the upcoming season, with

play at the three divisional levels of Red, White, and Blue. The summer season for 2019

schedule runs from April 15 th thru October 17th. The social activities planned for the

season were many which included: a trip to the Iron Pigs minor league game in

Bethlehem, annual photo day picnic, MCSSL golf outing, MCSSL vs. Phillies Ball Girls

(a charity event) combined with the family picnic, annual one-pitch tournament, and the

end-of-season picnic.

Commissioner Frantz next introduced the primary officers and their duties for the

coming year. Of note, Jim Binsberger remains as the Blue Division Director, and Gordy

Detweiler as the Winter League Director. Vince Torno has assumed the new duty of

White Division and Summer League Director, Bob Miller has assumed the position of

Red Division Director, and Joe Sharp will take on the role of Travel Team Director.

Commissioner Frantz introduced the morning’s guest speaker, Dr. Lindsay Fisher,

Director of Clinical Operations/Physical Therapist for Total Performance Physical

Therapy. Many league members are familiar with Dr. Fisher, whose clinic is located in

the XL Indoor Sports Center where the league plays during the winter season. Dr.

Fisher’s presentation focused on muscle strain, and how to minimize chance of injury

with proper exercise and conditioning. Following Dr. Fisher, a short presentation was

given by League Historian George Schreader, who discussed his duties mostly focusing

on the new players, then discussed for all the MCSSL Hall of Fame and the

nomination/voting/induction process which runs from April 5 th to April 17 th.

As had been decided at the BOD meeting the previous October, Commissioner

Frantz announced the formation of a committee to study league restructuring for next

year, to report back to the BOD by mid-season. For the benefit of all members in

attendance, Commissioner Frantz discussed the new bat policy (being implemented by
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Equipment Manager John Packel), reviewed all the new rule changes for the coming

season, and re-emphasized the league’s safety directives regarding heat and

lightning/thunder. Both Commissioner Frantz and Summer Director Torno will jointly

assume responsibility for monitoring weather conditions and will make determination for

issuing cancellations via the hotline. Of note was the league’s upcoming trial period to

have umpires for White Division games. Umpires are league players who have

volunteered to take on the task, and who will umpire games other than their own teams.

An umpiring clinic was conducted for those volunteers.

A very important item discussed was the league’s annual charity activity. Each

year, the league BOD members traditionally select a dedicated organization, and then

hold several charity events during the summer season (one-pitch tournament, golf

outing, donations, contributions, etc.) All monetary donations are accumulated until the

end of the season, when the fund is ultimately donated to the designated charity

organization. In addition, the league traditionally engages in a Phillies Ball Girls charity

game (a separate charity donation event). For the 2019 season, the BOD designated

the Montgomery Township Spartans Baseball & Softball Association, which will receive

this generous donation from the league in honor of league players who have recently

passed away. The honored players: Tom Weinman (who was closely affiliated with this

organization), Doug Hunt, Ed Rutter, Henry Sellers, and Joe Spiecker.

Of further note were a few informational items presented by various members.

Field Operations Director Tom Lane reported that the township has deposited a

significant amount of infield dirt for usage, and that the field maintenance team will be

installing permanent-type foul lines (between home and first and third and home) on a

trial basis. Tom also advised he will keep track of rainouts/heat-outs for league history

purpose, and requested that all managers advise him of such should games be called

after the morning start-up. Member Joe Kelly presented a sample of a sun hat that could

be used by players, and made the proposal that the league look into making the hat an

optional item for players. Assistant Commissioner Mike DeStefano and Health & Safety
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Director Jim Binsberger will develop a method for the league to formally recognize any

member at the time of their passing and family’s memorial.

Commissioner Frantz thanked all in attendance and re-emphasized the

importance of safety and good health. As the league entered its twenty-first year,

membership continued to be strongly supported by veterans and newcomers alike.

THE MCSSL HALL OF FAME

The fourth year of the league’s program to honor those who have contributed

their time, talents, and determination to mold the MCSSL into the organization as we

know it today saw four new league members inducted into the hallowed hall in 2019.

At the annual league kick-off meeting League Historian George Schreader

presented a short overview of the process, in which all league members are

encouraged to nominate those individuals whom they feel deserve consideration for

recognition. The process remained the same, and the window period for nominations

was opened to the membership until mid-April.

In accordance with the Hall-of-Fame guidelines, three nominees (not elected last

year) were automatically carried over into 2019. They were Bill Mallozzi, George Hart,

and Ed Rutter. In addition, there were five previously nominated individuals (not elected

during the first three years) who, in accordance with the guidelines, were re-nominated

by the original member making their nomination. They were Ray Forlano, Bob

Wellington, Wayne Bailey, Tom Dougherty, and Angelo Malizia. These above eight

individuals were automatically placed on the nomination list for review by the

seven-person Nomination Committee. For 2019, there were an additional four nominees

(Jimmy Flynn, John Lancaster, Lew Hoffman, and John Packel) who entered their first

year of eligibility. There were a total of twelve nominees for 2019.

The Hall-of-Fame Nomination Committee once again consisted of seven league

members, six of whom served for two years each under the permanent chairmanship of
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the league historian. The committee this year consisted of the following seven

individuals: Historian George Schreader (permanent chairperson); Gordy Detweiler (2nd

year), Dave Speelhoffer (1st year), and Mike DeStefano (1st year), all three

Hall-of-Famers; members-at-large Dale Bishop, Ben Fiore, and Bill Bogel (all in their 2nd

year).

The Nomination Committee reviewed the achievements and qualifications of

each of the twelve individual nominees. The guidelines allow for up to five individuals to

be placed on the ballot. This year the committee came to consensus and placed four

candidates onto the ballot – Ray Forlano, Angelo Malizia, John Lancaster, and John

Packel. The ballot was then forwarded to Commissioner Frantz, who in turn submitted

the ballot to the 42-person Board of Directors for their voting FOR or AGAINST. The

open voting period lasted until mid-May. A margin of 70% is required for the individual to

be inducted, and all four were elected.

The results of the BOD voting were conveyed to the membership at the first

social/photo picnic of the season in late May. The formal inductions into the MCSSL Hall

of Fame took place on two occasions, one at the annual family picnic on June 15th, and

one at the end-of-year picnic on November 1st. In the absence of League Historian

George Schreader at the annual family picnic in June, Hall-of-Fame member and

Assistant Commissioner Mike DeStefano presented to the crowd the individual

accomplishment of Ray Forlano, after which presentation of award was made by

Commissioner Frantz. Later in the season at the annual end-of-season picnic, Historian

Schreader presented to the crowd the individual accomplishments of Angelo Malizia,

John Lancaster, and John Packel. Presentations of awards were made by

Commissioner Frantz. The list of MCSSL Hall-of-Famers continues to grow each year,

and by the 2019 season there were nineteen inductees, all fine gentlemen who each in

their own way have contributed time and effort to build this great organization, and all of

whom have exemplified what founder Vic Zoldy’s vision was about.
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Four Hall of Fame members were added in 2019.

THE 2019 SUMMER OUTDOOR SEASON

More than anxious to get the season started, the league conducted Field Clean

Up day on Friday, April 12 th, several days prior to the official opening of School Road

Park field by Hatfield Township. At the kickoff meeting earlier in April, Field Operations
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Director Tom Lane put out the call for volunteers to come out and help with the field

preparation. Tommy had a great turnout of league members, and the field was groomed

and fully prepped for the start-up of practices the following week. Kudos to Tommy Lane

and all the others who volunteered their time and efforts: Steve Alligood, Dan Brady,

Tommy Corcoran, Jimmy Flynn, Joe Holland, Tom Holland, Bud Hyndman (who

coordinated the league’s plan with the township), George Izzi, Bob Kratz, Don

Leatherman, Ron Nordmeyer, Scott Norris, Ray Nyahay, Roger Rinker, Dan Slemmer,

and Vince Torno.

The season was all ready to go, but Mother Nature picked up right where she left

off last fall. The first day of scheduled practice at School Road Park had to be cancelled

because of inclement weather, but the rest of the week turned out to cooperate

weather-wise. The boys got in the remaining practice sessions, and the league opened

regular play on Monday, April 22nd. The promise of good weather wasn’t to last,

however. The rainy weather continued through May, causing a number of rainouts. The

decision was made by early June to add a few doubleheaders and to extend the season

two extra weeks to the end of October to give the boys additional games to make up for

lost time, which also resulted in moving the end-of-season picnic into the first week of

November.

One of the key business items from the earlier BOD meeting was the proposal to

use league members as umpires. It was agreed that a trial period would be set up in the

White Division with league members volunteering to umpire games. Steve Alligood,

Mike DeStefano, and Tom Lane took the lead for the umpire experiment. On

Wednesday, April 24 th, the umpiring clinic was held at the field under the tutelage of

Butch Fisher, himself a volunteer umpire in other locales. The league started the trial

run on April 30 th, having two umpires per game for the base calls and fair/foul calls. The

trial period was held until the end of June. The response by the league membership was

so positive that it was decided to not only continue umpires for the remainder of the

White Division season, but to also implement umpiring in the Blue Division as well for
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the remainder of the summer season. Umpiring as a full-time league program will be

placed on the Board of Directors meeting agenda for next year.

The MCSSL’s summer season had the same set-up as the previous year, eight

teams in the White Division and four teams in the Blue Division. Blue Division games

again were all scheduled for Mondays and Wednesdays in the 9:00 a.m. and 10:30 a.m.

time slots; White Division games were again scheduled for Tuesdays and Thursdays

9:00 a.m., 10:30 a.m., and 12 noon, and Wednesdays at 12 noon and 1:30 p.m.; Red

Division play was again scheduled for Mondays at 12 noon and 1:30 p.m.

The Red Division entered its fourth year of competition. This season, the new

Red Division Director Bob Miller set up the division differently. As in the previous year,

eligible players (only from the White Division) were asked their preference to play either

regular or as an extra player. With forty-eight indicating to play on a regular basis, four

teams of twelve per roster were set up and scheduled. There were thirteen players on

the extra list. This season, Bob asked that any extra player wanting to play on Monday

advise Bob via e-mail no later than Friday that he would be available for Monday play,

and the player would be assigned to any team needing substitute players. The Red

Division schedule this season was expanded to twenty-six games, which allowed for

each team to play their opponents at least eight times over the course of the season.

Each summer season the MCSSL seems to set some kind of a noteworthy

record, but the record this season wasn’t exactly what the league membership had in

mind. Tommy Lane this year did a superb job of keeping a weekly track of the number of

games that had to be canceled due to inclement weather. While there were no records

kept in previous years, all agreed that last season and this 2019 season were

comparable in games canceled due to rain or excessive heat. For the 2019 season, the

ratio of games scheduled to games actually played for each division is as follows: 1)

WHITE Division, 346 scheduled games/106 canceled for 69% of the games played, 2)

BLUE Division, 84 scheduled games/22 canceled for 74% of the games played, and 3)

RED Division, 40 scheduled games/12 canceled for 70% of the games played.
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THE TRAVEL TEAM MARAUDERS

Under the new leadership of Joe Sharp, the Marauders continued to schedule

games with teams that were still active from other nearby senior leagues. Unfortunately,

the 2019 season saw several long-time rival teams no longer active or unable to meet

scheduling, those teams being Allentown, Lyons, Schuylkill County, and Harrisburg. The

Marauders only played West Chester and three teams from Philadelphia.

The Marauders travel team season started in early winter, and Joe arranged for

the games to be played at the larger indoor facility at the SportsPlex in Warminster. The

Marauders came away from the winter indoor season with an impressive 12 wins and 4

losses. With the startup of the summer season, the Marauders had a minor setback in

that Hatfield Township declined to allow games on Fridays at the School Road Park

home field. Since summer travel games are all played on Fridays, Joe made

arrangements to move the home games to Lukin’s Park in Horsham. Despite the

frequent rains early in the season that caused many travel games to be cancelled or not

scheduled at all, the Marauders continued on pace. The West Chester gang took a

mid-summer break from competition, leaving only the Philadelphia teams available for

competition during the summer months. West Chester resumed competition in early fall.

All-in-all, the Marauders came away with another impressive record of 16 wins against 4

losses. Despite the setbacks, the Marauders put together an overall 2019 record of 28

wins and 8 losses, one of the best seasons ever. The team is looking forward to next

year in hopes of increasing competition.
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THE TOURNAMENT SCENE

The 2019 One-Pitch Tournament organizers Steve Alligood and George

Schreader this year opted to hold the annual one-pitch tournament in late May in the

hopes of avoiding the hot weather. Unfortunately, the wet weather didn’t cooperate. The

tournament was originally scheduled for May 31st, but had to be canceled because of

excessive rain during the week making the field unplayable. The tournament was

rescheduled for Friday, September 20th.

The day could not have been more perfect! Six teams competed in a

double-elimination tournament with a total of 75 players participating, with quite a few

fans watching and enjoying the day. The weather was spectacular with blue skies, low

humidity, and plenty of sunshine! Temps were in the upper 40’s early, but then in the

upper 50’s by the 8:00 a.m. start-up, and later in the upper 70’s for the rest of the

tournament.

The day started early around 6:00 a.m. as the field prep team of Tom Lane,

Tommy Corcoran, and Jimmy Flynn outdid themselves preparing the field for play. Steve

Alligood, Georgie Schreader, Bob Miller and Manny London set up tables and canopies

for refreshments and tournament oversight. Thanks went out to Joe Sharp and John

Nowmos for volunteering to umpire the last several games. Managers for this year
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were: Bob Miller (gray shirts), Timmy Smith (green shirts), Steve Mallozzi (red shirts),

Ray Forlano (white shirts), Howey Schwartz (blue shirts), and Dale Bishop (yellow

shirts). A coin flip determined the home team each game. Each game averaged 30

minutes, and the tournament ended at 2:25 p.m.

Following are the results of the games (Home vs. Away):

Game #1: Team Miller vs. Team Smith; Team Miller WON, 3-2

Game #2: Team Mallozzi vs. Team Forlano; Team Mallozzi WON, 9-4

Game #3: Team Miller vs. Team Schwartz; Team Miller WON, 8-1

Game #4: Team Mallozzi vs. Team Bishop; Team Mallozzi WON, 4-0

Game #5: Team Forlano vs. Team Schwartz; Team Forlano WON, 8-3 (Team Schwartz

eliminated)

Game #6: Team Bishop vs. Team Smith; Team Smith WON, 7-5 (Team Bishop

eliminated)

Game #7: Team Miller vs. Team Mallozzi; Team Mallozzi WON, 10-4

Game #8: Team Forlano vs. Team Smith; Team Smith WON, 4-0 (Team Forlano

eliminated)

Game #9: Team Miller vs. Team Smith; Team Miller WON, 7-4 (Team Smith eliminated)

Game #10: Team Miller vs. Team Mallozzi; Team Mallozzi WON, 8-3 (Team Miller

eliminated)

Congratulations went out to the Red Shirt Team winners: Steve Mallozzi

(manager), Steve Alligood, Dan Brady, Tom Cockley, Rich Cubbage, Jeff Griffiths, Gary

Krause, Tom Levins, Billy Mallozzi, Don Petrille, Nick Silveri, Alex Stanish, and Steve

Zoback. A special thanks went out this year to Bob Miller, who brought a grill and set up

a station under the canopy for food and drinks. Hot dogs with all the condiments, snack
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foods, Gatorade and water were available for a nominal fee. Manny London kept the

tournament moving along as only he can do.

Steve Mallozzi managed the 2019 team.

This year we set up for a minimal $10 player donation, plus a $5 donation for

anyone wanting unlimited food and drinks. With additional donations coming from other

sources, we raised a total of $1,037 for our designated charity, The Montgomery

Township Spartans Baseball & Softball Association in honor of those five

aforementioned league players who have recently passed away. The money was added

to the charity fund and presented at the end-of-year picnic.
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LEAGUE RESTRUCTURING PROPOSAL

By June 30th, the “2020 Structure Team'' task force consisting of Commissioner

John Frantz, Secretary Jim Marple, Steve Alligood, Ken Moyer, Sam O’Brien, Bobby

Sipes, and Tim Smith delivered a formal report to the Board of Directors on the proposal

to restructure the league for the 2020 summer season. In early July, a league-wide

survey was conducted to gauge the preferences of the membership. The group

reviewed the survey data, which consisted of four primary options in general as follows:

1) Option ‘A’, no change from 2019, 2) Option ‘B’, same as ‘A’ except re-draft all teams,

3) Option ‘C’, all players play in White or Blue, eliminate Red, and 4) Option ‘D, the

three Red, White, and Blue divisions each structured on ability. Based upon the survey

conclusions of the task force, a recommendation was then prepared by the group.

The recommendation of the task force group was to expand the league from 16

teams to 18 teams, reducing the rosters to 15 players per team. The White Division

would maintain 8 teams, the Blue Division from 4 to 6 teams. Red Division would

maintain status quo (all White Division players), with 4 teams of 12-man rosters. The

expansion would increase the number of player slots up to 210 for the White and Blue

Divisions (120 players in White, 90 players in Blue). It would also provide for filling all

sixteen weekly time slots (i.e. four games each day, Monday through Thursday). Teams

would be re-drafted every three years. When signing up for the season, the individual

would indicate division preference, but based upon known ability, may not be drafted by

that division.

In July, the task force’s recommendation went out to the Board of Directors,

noting that if the changes are made, more people can play in the league (reducing the

waiting list) and that the reduced number of roster members will increase playing time

and at-bats. It also would increase team parity and acquaintance with more players.

Each BOD member was asked to vote either FOR or AGAINST the recommendation of

the task force. The BOD approved the recommendation by a 76% vote FOR the
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restructuring, which will go into effect for the 2020 summer season. Further action of the

process was deferred until after the completion of the 2019 summer season.

THE SOCIAL SCENE

Manny London, the league’s outstanding social director, organized yet another

spectacular annual holiday party at the beginning of December, 2018. The event was

again held at the Church of the Messiah on Route 202 in North Wales. The feast was

fantastic as always, with plenty of food and drinks for all. Manny arranged this year for

some great entertaining enjoyment. The “Dynamic Duo” was musical entertainment

provided by The Jake Kaligis Dynamic Duo plus The Bucks County Gentlemen.  As

always, it was a great evening of cocktails, dinner, entertainment and dancing.

Moving into the spring and summer months for 2019, the league held the first

outdoor social event of the season in mid-May. On Friday, May 17th, the traditional team

photo day was held followed by another great picnic orchestrated by Manny. One of the

highlights of the picnic was the official announcement that Angelo Malizia, Ray Forlano,

John Lancaster, and John Packel were the new members to be inducted into the Hall of

Fame in June.

On Wednesday, June 12th, the MCSSL’s night at the Phillies AAA team Iron Pigs’

game saw 103 attendees as league and family members enjoyed a minor league

baseball game on a nice weather evening in Bethlehem. Once again, the league was

among the groupings of attendees to throw out a ceremonial first pitch before the game.

This year, the “pitching ace” on the mound from the MCSSL was Bob Wellington, who

as anticipated, threw the pitch for a perfect strike. Was there ever a doubt?

The highlight social activity of the summer season was the family picnic held on

Saturday, June 15th. Good weather prevailed, and for the second year in a row, the

event was combined with the Travel Team Marauders playing a charity double header

against the Phillies Ball Girls (the fifth year in a row). The doubleheader charity game
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highlighted the day, raising $900 for the dedicated Phillies charity. The girls brought

along a super team this year, handily defeating the “old-timers” in both 9-inning games.

Later in the afternoon, a very high turnout of MCSSL players and families enjoyed yet

another spectacular picnic social orchestrated by Manny and his special entourage of

MCSSL volunteer members. Following the feast came the induction of one of four new

members into the MCSSL Hall of Fame.

John Frantz batting in the 2019 Ballgirls game.
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The games with the Ballgirls are always fun!

The league’s outstanding charity efforts seem to never cease. Senior softballers

in this league don’t just play softball. What has turned into a fun event is the annual

MCSSL Golf Outing, held on Thursday, June 27 th, once again at Skippack Golf Course,

which has been exceptionally accommodating to the league for the past few years. This

year Mike DeStefano, Steve Czyzewicz, Vince Torno, Jimmy Flynn, and Ben Fiore

assumed the duties of the golf organizing committee and turned in an excellent job!

Forty-four members of the league were in competition for the prestigious prize of…

bragging rights! Again, it was a weather-friendly day as the boys played a fun round of

4-man scramble golf. Winners this year were as follows. Low Gross Score (tie at 62):

Team of Steve Czyzewicz, John McCullough, Tim Crandall, and Dan Brady, and Team

of Jim Hagopian, Ron Pratowski, Jim Flynn, and Enzo Vassalluzzo. Each team won a

free round of golf at Skippack. Low Net Score (50, gross score of 66 with 16 handicap):

Team of Fred Walker, Brian McCleary, Rich Cubbage, and Tom Corcoran.  The team will

get embroidered shirts and a free round of golf at Limekiln. Closest to Pin: Rich
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Cubbage (hole number 5). Longest Drive: Jim Corrigan (hole number 17). Closest to pin

on 3rd shot: Ray Nyahay (hole number 2, in for an eagle!) Many league members

donated prizes, and this year there were more prizes than ever before. Nobody went

home without a golf trinket or two.

The event itself netted $358 for the charity fund. During the round, all 44 golfers

participated in “Beat the Pro Challenge” by paying a nominal fee to attempt to hit a tee

shot closer to the pin than the local pro at the short par-3 at hole number 18. A number

of league members actually beat the pro, receiving a free round of golf at Skippack. The

challenge itself raised an additional $220 for the charity bucket. Ben Fiore, for the fourth

year in a row, collected used golf balls, which Ben sells to a local driving range,

donating the money back to the annual charity coffers. Ben collected roughly 2,000

used golf balls, which added approximately $200 more to the charity fund. A total of

$578 was collected from the golf outing event, plus monies realized from Ben’s

collection efforts.

With the weather causing many games to be canceled during the summer

months, the season was extended to the end of October and the annual end-of-season

picnic moved to November 1st. The sun was out, but it was a chilly and very windy day.

Still, 131 were in attendance to enjoy another spectacular feast arranged by Manny and

Mrs. London. Manny’s theme this year was a good old-fashioned Octoberfest. The

give-away gifts on the table contributed by members were aplenty, and the 50-50

give-away saw an additional three members winning a prize. Following the feast,

Commissioner Frantz addressed the crowd and recognized a number of individuals and

accomplishments during the year, among the topics being recognition of league officers

and managers/assistant managers, umpiring group volunteers, field preparation team,

and all those who contributed time and effort during another successful season.

One-Pitch Tournament co-organizer Steve Alligood presented the annual engraved

One-Pitch Trophy to this year’s winning manager, Steve Mallozzi, who will retain the

trophy until next year’s event. The three additional league members, as noted above,

were inducted into the MCSSL Hall-of-Fame.
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This year a very special presentation was made that exemplifies the generosity

of the MCSSL organization. Earlier in the season, the league membership supported

the proposal to select The Montgomery Township Spartans Baseball & Softball

Association as this year’s recipient in memory of five of the league’s recently deceased

members. As noted previously, one of them, Tom Weinmann, was closely associated

and active with the youth group. Prior to the presentation, each of the five deceased

members were remembered in kind words made by their fellow comrades. Mike

DeStefano spoke of Tom Weinmann, Timmy Smith of Doug Hunt, John Packel of Ed

Rutter, Joe Sharp of Joe Spiecker, and John Frantz of Henry Sellers.

The 2019 $2,000 charity donation.

Following the remembrances of players now gone from our ranks, a presentation

was made to this year’s recipient. With monies collected from the golf outing, Ben

Fiore’s used golf ball collection program, and the one-pitch tournament, the league

donated $2,000 to our designated youth organization. Tracey and Mike DeLorenzo of

the association, along with Mrs. Terry Weinmann and daughter Jamie (Weinmann)

Collier, were on hand to receive the check. On behalf of the association, Tracey

expressed her sincerest gratitude for the generosity of all the seniors who play in this
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league and support such worthwhile organizations. As a sidebar note, Tracey and Mike

also brought along their two children for them to experience the camaraderie of senior

softball, and Tracey was overheard telling her children that, “… just like these guys, you

can play ball forever.” Compliments such as this don’t get much better. As another

sidebar note, Mrs. Weinmann forwarded a very nice follow-up written thank you to

Assistant Commissioner DeStefano the very next day. In her note, she expressed how

grateful she was that Tom’s teammates were wearing “TW” patches on their sleeves in

honor of her late husband, and thanked the league again for how special it was to her

and her family.

ANOTHER FUN-FILLED SEASON COMES TO AN END

What else can be said other than it was another very successful year for the

MCSSL. All agreed that it was a weather year as bad as the previous year, but in

retrospect, it gave us the opportunity to extend the season and have some softball fun

just a little while longer. But despite the setbacks, the 2019 season was another terrific

success for all the MCSSL activities. Tommy Lane’s field maintenance team seems to

be getting better and better every year, and there doesn’t seem to be enough that can

be said about Tommy Corcoran, Dan Brady, Jimmy Flynn, Roger Rinker, John Kahrs,

Scott Norris, and Howey Schwartz, who all turned in another terrific effort to keep the

field playable despite the weather-related obstacles.

The 2019 season came to a close with the traditional end-of-season picnic, this

year pushed back to November 1st, the latest it has ever been held. But despite the chill

and the winds, the turnout was higher than expected. The talk of the day, as always,

was about how fast the summer season got by us again this year, and how often the

boys had to dodge the raindrops. And of course, they talked up the coming indoor

winter softball season. The boys also looked forward to the league’s restructuring,

anticipating that even closer friendships will be made with new teammates. There

wasn’t a doubt in anyone’s mind. The 2020 season is just around the corner…
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A Narrative History of the
Montgomery County Senior Softball League

A Continuing History – 2020

FOREWORD: Nobody saw it coming. It was beyond unthinkable. The historical

coronavirus pandemic of 2020 impacted the American way of life to an unprecedented

extent. The activities of the Montgomery County Senior Softball League literally came to

an abrupt halt in early March near the end of the winter indoor season. The stoppage

continued right through spring and into summer until late July, when the league

resumed activities on a limited and revised basis. In keeping with the practice of

publishing an annual summation of the league’s continuing history, following is a

compilation of the significant chapters of activities as they occurred when and where.

The narrative presented below follows the calendar of events as they occurred and

were prepared by the league historian in a traditional linear fashion beginning in

November, 2019.

George F. Schreader, League Historian

THE NEXT DECADE IS UNDERWAY

The 2020 Montgomery County Senior Softball League season kicked off with

the annual Board of Directors meeting on Thursday, November 7th, 2019, commencing

at 10:30 a.m. at the KC Prime restaurant in Warrington, PA. Commissioner John Frantz

presided over the meeting attended by thirty-two of the Board’s forty-three members,

thanking everyone for their continuous support and dedication to making the league as

strong as it has ever been. On the agenda for the meeting were the following key topics:

1) general business, 2) treasurer’s report and audit report, 3) the 2020 summer
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scheduling, 4) annual family summer picnic, 5) changes to hall-of-fame process, 6) the

new team re-structuring process for the 2020 summer season, and 7) changes through

the annual membership suggestion process.

After a few general announcements to remind everyone of the winter and

summer league application deadlines, the upcoming holiday party deadline, and

changes in sponsorships (new were Ciocca Chevrolet of Princeton and the North Penn

YMCA taking over for Upper Bucks Orthopedics), the meeting moved forward covering

the general agenda items. Of important significance was Health & Safety Director Jim

Binsberger’s proposal to purchase a new defibrillator, as the original unit needs

updating. The motion was passed to spend up to $2,500 for the upgrade, which would

include training.

League Treasurer Ron Clemens presented the financial report for the 2019 fiscal

year and a budget for the 2020 fiscal year, both reports being made available on the

website. White Division Director Vince Torno then presented the review of the most

recent audit. As anticipated, no issues were found. A recommendation was made to

include a report regarding player checks that are turned over to the treasurer. League

Secretary Jim Marple would create this report.

The annual family picnic, scheduled for Saturday, June 20th, once again this year

will include the Phillies Ball Girls in a charity game against the league members. The

2020 summer season schedule was revised and approved.  The primary revision was

arranging the Blue Division games to be played in the 9:00 a.m. and 10:30 a.m. slots

during the hotter months of June, July, and August. Also, the game times for the month

of October were changed to 9:30 a.m., 11:00 a.m., 12:30 p.m., and 2:00 p.m., primarily

to allow the field maintenance team more daylight to prepare the field. The 2020

summer season schedule ends on October 22nd.

League Historian George Schreader presented a proposal to change the

Hall-of-Fame process, the motion being approved. Following is a summary of the

approved changes: 1) Nomination Committee is re-named to “Screening Committee,” is
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reduced to five members down from seven (League Historian plus four); such members

must be currently active and remain active or be replaced, 2) the League Historian, in

conjunction with the Commissioner and Assistant Commissioner, will choose the initial

four new members based upon integrity, strong familiarity with league membership, and

willingness to take on the responsibility; members will be at the discretion of the League

Historian, will serve two to four years, with year-to-year replacements as deemed

necessary, 3) a new nomination form will replace the old form to further clarify the

eligibility aspects of the nomination; 4) a league member must have been active for a

minimum of three years to make a nomination; a nomination will expire after three

years, but person may be nominated again, 5) the annual ballot is limited to three

candidates per year, 6) at least 70% of the current roster of Board members must cast a

vote for the process to be declared valid or the process for that year will be declared

invalid and there will be no inductees; if the process is validated, a minimum of 70%

must have voted FOR to declare the candidate as an inductee.

Restructuring of the league for the 2020 summer season was a result of the

restructuring proposal made back in 2019, which had been deferred pending further

study by a task force assigned by Commissioner Frantz. In July of 2019, the task force’s

proposal was approved by the Board of Directors to be placed into effect for the 2020

season. The league would establish eight White Division teams with up to 15-man

rosters, and six Blue Division teams with up to 15-man rosters. Selection Committees,

one for the White Division and one for the Blue Division, were set up for the

restructuring process. Players who submitted application for the summer league

indicated their preference of either White or Blue division play. Players who indicated to

play White, but who were not chosen for a White Division roster during the restructuring

process, were automatically deferred to the Blue Division.

Following is a brief summary of the team selection process: 1) Selection

Committees consisting of five individuals each were to be established for both the White

Division and the Blue Division, 2) player criteria was more precisely outlined (i.e. known

skills, known history of full or partial attendance during span of season due to late arrival
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or early departure from/to winter residences), 3) Selection Committees were to evaluate

the players and to balance the teams by placing a select number (to be determined) of

players (which included the player/manager) on each team, 4) conducting a draft by the

managers to fill the remaining roster slots from the pool of White Division sign-ups, 5)

managers were allotted the opportunity to negotiate “trades” subject to the Selection

Committee’s approval that all eight teams achieved parity.

The final agenda item was the annual review and discussion of the suggestions

submitted by the league membership through the process established by the league in

past years. This year there were 74 suggestions submitted. As has been the process in

recent years, League Secretary Jim Marple categorized similar topics for the purpose of

consolidating time of discussion. As is protocol, a two-thirds majority is required to adopt

a rule change or suggestion.

Following is a brief summary of the rule changes that were approved: 1) League

Mission Statement and Nature of the League both revised for clarity, 2) umpiring

(adopted into the rules) criteria was revised to clarify appeals and unavailability of

umpires, 3) courtesy runner – for White Division only, Rule 2h is modified such that

players who require a courtesy runner from home or when initially safely occupying any

base for whatever the reason must be identified to the opposing manager and umpires

prior to the game; no other courtesy runners are permitted once the game commences

unless a player is injured during the game.

Following is a brief summary of the suggestions that were approved: 1) Hatfield

Township Liaison Bud Hyndman will ask the township about modifying the dugouts to

include ventilation slots, 2) field maintenance crew will have the option of cancelling the

9:00 a.m. game if it is felt the field will be playable by the 10:30 a.m. game; hotline

message will go out at 7:30 a.m., 3) as a safety measure, the orange first base bag will

be eliminated and replaced by a second first base bag added to foul territory

approximately three feet from the true first base bag; on plays at first base, runner must

run in foul territory to the second bag or it will be an automatic out, 4) batting mats –

Field Operations Director Tom Lane will investigate the purchase of batting mats,
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authorization to spend up to $500, 5) new bases – Field Operations Director Tom Lane

will investigate purchasing new bases of a different composition for better traction when

wet and remain level with the field, 6) smelling salts will be added to the first aid kit, 7)

Division issues – when appropriate, voting on issues solely applicable to the division will

be conducted solely by the division managers or members; modified rules for both Red

and Blue Divisions are now posted on the website.

The meeting was adjourned at 2:00 p.m. by Commissioner Frantz, who thanked

all for their spirited discussion and input.

THE 2020 WINTER INDOOR SEASON

The MCSSL’s Winter League Director, Gordy Detweiler, got the season started in

early January, again at the XL Sports World facility in Hatfield Township. In

mid-December, Gordy assembled the managers and held the traditional draft, again

fielding ten teams. The league this winter season saw a total of 111 players (10 new

players) signing up to play winter softball. Scheduling continued the same with no

changes from the previous year, all teams playing twenty-two games each. On

Tuesdays and Thursdays there would again be a full four games scheduled at 9:00

a.m., 10:30 a.m., 12 noon, and 1:30 p.m. On Wednesday mornings, two games were

scheduled at 9:00 a.m. and 10:30 a.m.

League play continued from early January until early March uninterrupted by

inclement weather until the season came to an unforeseen abrupt halt. With only one

week remaining in the season, the historical coronavirus pandemic hit home here in

Pennsylvania. The XL sports facility closed its doors, but the MCSSL had already

responded to the safety and health concerns for the league’s members by officially

canceling the remainder of the winter indoor season.
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2020 SUMMER SEASON LEAGUE RE-STRUCTURING

The league’s restructuring process was headed by White Division Director Vince

Torno and by Blue Division Director Jim Binsberger. The two Selection Committees

were formed in January, members being chosen based upon each having a good

understanding of the playing abilities of league players, attention to the objective of the

restructuring process, and having a reputation within the league as being impartial and

fair. Based upon these criteria, the White Division Selection Committee (WDSC)

consisted of Gary Krause, Steve Alligood, Bobby Sipes, Bob Miller, and Timmy Smith;

the Blue Division Selection Committee (BDSC) consisted of five anonymous individuals.

Before team structuring was initiated, eight player/managers were endorsed for the

White Division, and six player/managers endorsed for the Blue Division. (NOTE: In

mid-January, Vince Torno conducted a new player evaluation session at the XL Sport

Center to evaluate the eleven new players who signed up for the summer league;

attendees were assessed as to their abilities and expected levels of play for

recommendation to White or Blue Division play.)

Vince Torno commenced with the initial task of first assembling the partial rosters

for the eight teams of the White Division. In late January, the WDSC gathered and

reviewed the pool of league player sign-ups who indicated preference to play in the

White Division. From that pool, the WDSC structured eight teams consisting of ten

players per team (including one player/manager per team). After the WDSC reached

consensus on team parity, the eight player/managers were provided with their partial

rosters for review, then invited to participate in a final draft of their remaining four

players to fill the fourteen-man roster. The final four players were drafted from the pool

of those remaining signed-up players. The draft was conducted the last week of January

at the XL Sports World facility under the oversight of Vince Torno.

Once the White Division teams were finalized, Jim Binsberger commenced with

structuring the six Blue Division Teams. Players who had originally signed up indicating
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their preference to play in the White Division, but who were not placed or drafted for the

White Division, were automatically transferred to the Blue Division pool as had been

indicated on the 2020 summer league application. The BDSC structured six teams

consisting of fourteen/fifteen-man rosters. Unlike the White Division re-structuring, the

BDSC did not draft players, but rather the committee structured all six teams by placing

all players on the roster.

In keeping with the league tradition of team nomenclature “M”, the following

teams and managers were established for the coming 2020 summer season. The White

Division: Magicians, Wayne Bailey, Manager; Maniacs, Steve Czyzewicz, manager;

Marathons, Jim Flynn, Manager; Missiles, Tom Levins, Manager; Monarchs, Joe Kelly,

Manager; Mountaineers, Joe Sharp, Manager; Musketeers, George Schreader,

Manager; Mystics, Steve Mallozzi, Manager. The Blue Division: Magics, Pete Perez,

Manager; Marshals, Jim Kotz, Manager; Marvels, Jim Morano, Manager; Masters, Bob

Gaugler, Manager; Mavericks, Don Leatherman, Manager; Miracles, Mike Dent,

Manager.

The structure of the Red Division for the 2020 summer season remained

essentially the same as last year. Red Division Director, Bob Miller, in February

conducted the annual structuring of the Red Division teams, all consisting of players

from the White Division who signed up to play an extra game per week in this

supplemental division. There were 57 players who signed up, 36 indicating to play on a

regular basis, 21of them indicating to play as “extra” players. As a result, the Red

Division would only field three teams consisting of a twelve-man roster each for the

coming season. There was a change to the Monday scheduling, that being that each

team would play a double-header once every third week. Rule modifications basically

remained the same. The Red Division teams and managers: Mantles, Jimmy Weiss,

Manager; Mazeroskis, Joe Laskowski, Manager; Musials, Bob Miller, Manager.
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THE LEAGUE’S BUSINESS AND ANNUAL KICK-OFF

It was history already in the making at the time of the traditional annual kick-off

meeting. The great Coronavirus pandemic virtually shut down America by the beginning

of April, and as a result, the MCSSL essentially closed up shop for the foreseeable

future, cancelling the annual meeting and CPR/AED training. The league membership

was put on hold until further notice, also being advised that Hatfield Township had

closed down School Road Park and all its facilities.

One important item of business, however, that was earmarked to be on the

agenda was the issue of including team Assistant Managers on the Board of Directors.

Later, in early June, Commissioner John Frantz put out notice to all the Managers to

select and advise who their Assistant Managers would be, as these individuals would

become Board members. The importance of this was because of the pending Board

voting regarding future matters and actions of the league in the midst of the pandemic.

Managers, of course, complied and named their assistants based upon an individual’s

perceived responsibility and league standing.

THE MCSSL HALL OF FAME

Calendar Year 2020 would have marked the sixth year of the MCSSL Hall of

Fame program to honor those members who have contributed their time, talents, and

determination to mold the MCSSL into the organization as we know it today. Again, due

to the Coronavirus pandemic and shutdown of the league, all Hall of Fame activities

were suspended for the year. (Note: This year would have initiated the major change to

the process, which was proposed to the Board of Directors and approved at the annual

meeting held in November, 2019.)
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THE TRAVEL TEAM MARAUDERS

In the interest of maximizing the safety of not only the MCSSL’s players, but also

those of our fellow senior competitive teams around the region, all travel team activity

was suspended for the 2020 season.

THE SOCIAL & TOURNAMENT SCENE

Following the league’s approach to maximizing the safety of its players, all social

activities – to include all picnics, photo day, the annual golf outing, the Phillies Ball Girls

charity game, the annual One-Pitch tournament, the annual Holiday Party – were all

canceled for the 2020 season.

THE LEAGUE’S NEW DECEASED MEMBER CONDOLENCE PROCESS

Even prior to the pandemic shutdown, one of the focal topics that had been

discussed among several top league officers was the need for the league to have a

more consistent process for providing condolences to former and current MCSSL

players and other family members who have passed away. Commissioner John Frantz

asked both Assistant Commissioner Mike DeStefano and Health & Safety Director Jim

Binsberger to draft a formal league process. By mid-April, Mike and Jim had drafted a

document addressing that issue, and by mid-May the policy was sent out to all the

league’s managers for any additional comments. The new policy outlined the

responsibilities of league officers and managers, and detailed the process for the

passing of a current player or retired player, condolence gift from the league, and

options for the passing of family members of league players. The policy was ultimately

passed by the Board and went into effect and was incorporated into the By-laws in

June.
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THE LEAGUE’S RESUMPTION OF SUMMER ACTIVITIES

It wasn’t until the last week of July that the league was able to resume activities.

But it didn’t just “switch on.” It was only able to begin again because of the many

diversified talents of the league’s members, a group of whom made it all happen by

devoting their time and efforts in the months preceding the re-start. This select group

worked closely with Hatfield Township before their authorization was given to resume.

In late May, Commissioner John Frantz was already on top of the situation and

organized a task group to study what could be done to resume league play in the wake

of the pandemic. The group consisted of the following individuals: Commissioner John

Frantz; Assistant Commissioner Mike DeStefano; Secretary Jim Marple; Treasurer Ron

Clemens; Blue Division Director and Health & Safety Director Jim Binsberger; White

Division Director Vince Torno; Red Division Director Bob Miller; Subject Matter Expert

on Health Dr. Jim Albrecht; Subject Matter Expert on Legal Issues John Packel. The

group began drafting a covid-19 safety plan.

In early June, a survey was sent out to the league membership to determine the

number of individuals who might be willing to play during the pandemic under the

directive of the forthcoming finalized safety plan. Members were advised at this time

that neither Hatfield Township nor the league had yet approved play. The result of the

survey was that 80% of the membership indicated to play under the pending safety

plan. On July 1st, it was put out to the Board of Directors to vote on whether to play or

not. The Board voting resulted in 79% affirmative to play, meeting the two-thirds

requirement under the by-laws.

The Board approved the resumption of play for the summer season under the

protocols of the final Covid-19 Safety & Operating Plan (approved by the league’s

insurance carrier, and later in the month approved by Hatfield Township). On July 9th,

notification was put out to the league membership, which included the safety plan and

the required waiver form. Players were urged to closely study the plan and all its
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requirements, then decide whether to play and submit the waiver form. The results were

48% Blue Division players responding YES, and 84% White Division players responding

YES. The Red Division indicated 36 players from the White Division would play. Jim

Binsberger, Blue Division Director, and Vince Torno, White Division Director,

commenced to work on team structuring for the now-revised season. The results were

three teams in the Blue Division (Mavericks, Magics, and Masters rosters re-arranged

[Marshals, Miracles, and Marvels eliminated]), seven teams in the White Division

(Magicians, Maniacs, Missiles, Monarchs, Mountaineers, Musketeers, and Mystics

[Marathons team members were re-assigned to alternate teams]), and three teams in

the Red Division (Mantles, Mazeroskis, and Musials [rosters remaining the same]).

By the end of July, the safety plan had been approved by Hatfield Township, and

Directors Torno and Binsberger along with Commissioner Frantz held meetings with

team managers to cover such agenda items as the details of the safety plan, manager

responsibilities and requirements, the league’s revised schedule, waiver and

temperature-check documentation forms, and team parity. On July 21st, a message was

put out to all players outlining the individual’s responsibilities, and on July 24th the

revised summer schedule and rosters were sent out. On Monday, July 27th, the summer

season resumed with a week of practice before the normal game schedule started.

An integral part of the process included a weekly message from Dr. Jim Albrecht

that would keep the membership up to date on any advisories, issues, or problems

related to the interactions of players, or pandemic matters. One of the key components

of the safety plan was in keeping with national protocols regarding body temperature

checks, and the league purchased three thermometers for managers to utilize for

recording and documenting each player’s temperature prior to each player being

allowed to play on that day. Dr. Albrecht also provided a very informative explanation on

the actual variation of human body temperatures.
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The league’s 2020 Covid protocols are posted at SRP.

The revised summer schedule was set up for White and Blue Division teams to

play twenty-four games, and Red Division teams to play sixteen games. Because of the

odd number of teams in the White and Red Divisions, each team was scheduled to play

multiple doubleheaders. The Blue Division teams did not play doubleheaders. Because

of the relative low number of games on the revised schedule, White Division Director

Torno opted to open three unused time slots on Wednesdays for teams to make-up

games that had been canceled due to inclement weather. It was a first for the league,

but considering the circumstances, teams were appreciative to be able to play a full

schedule.
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“Masking up” for Covid safety.

In early October, Commissioner Frantz put out a notification to the league

membership thanking everyone for their cooperation, understanding, and compliance

with all league protocols, and also summarizing the current status of the league. John

advised that the “suggestion” process this year would be suspended (account there

would be no end-of-season Board meeting), and no social events in the foreseeable

future. John also advised that a task group would be formed to explore potentially

playing the winter indoor season. Another survey was sent out to the membership to

determine the level of interest for participating indoors given the current status of the

pandemic. More would come on this issue following the conclusion of the summer

season.
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The season ended on October 22nd, and to the complete satisfaction of the entire

league, except for a few “tweaks” here and there, the safety plan worked to near

perfection and kept everyone safe and sickness-free. The group members who

constructed the safety plan did one marvelous job succeeding at a most difficult task

when it seemed almost impossible. And those league members who played in the

shortened season also did one amazing job following the plan protocols.

A VERY SPECIAL MCSSL CHARITY APPEAL

As all are aware, one of the most notable achievements of the MCSSL as an

organization has been its annual drive to raise money for local charities, each year

establishing a needy organization as a recipient by consensus of the league officers.

Monies over the past years have traditionally been raised through league events, to

include the annual one-pitch tournament, the annual golf outing, sale of used golf balls

by member Ben Fiore, and the generous donations of supporters, sponsors, and league

members. During this season of the corona virus pandemic, however, all event activities

were cancelled, virtually eliminating the sources of income for the league’s annual

charity effort.

Ben Fiore, however, continued his annual used golf ball drive. Based on a

message from Ben asking where to send the money he had collected, in early

September, Commissioner John Frantz solicited ideas and suggestions from league

officers and several members regarding a charity effort. The response was quick and

decisive. In this time of national crisis, local families in need were at the top of

everyone’s list. Manna-on-Main-Street, a local food bank located in Lansdale, was

suggested by several local league members. It was a unanimous choice. League

Historian George Schreader, and members-at-large Chuck Favata and Lou Bolgosano,

volunteered to handle the task of collecting the donations and contacting the Manna

organization.
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Commissioner Frantz immediately put out an appeal to the league membership,

asking solely for monetary donations dedicated to Manna. The appeal focused on the

needs of local families in this time of the pandemic crisis.  The response by the MCSSL

league membership was overwhelming. Monetary donations received over the following

weeks, both at the field and through the mail, far exceeded any expectations. Members

donated a total of $4,220, the most money ever raised in the history of the organization

despite having no fund-raising event activities.

Early in October, George, Chuck, and Lou made initial contact with Manna, and

met with Food Resources Director, Britt Peterson. A synopsis of the league’s annual

charity objectives was presented, and the three representatives were given a tour of the

Manna facility and introduced to its activities. Without a doubt, this year’s choice of

Manna as the recipient could not have been more fulfilling. By early November, all

monetary donations had been tabulated. On November 11th, George, Lou, and Chuck

met once again with Manna officers Susan O’Neill (Market Manager) and Vince

Caperelli (Development Director) and turned over the donation to the organization.

Needless to say, the donation was graciously and gratifyingly accepted by the

organization, along with the promise that both the MCSSL and the Manna organization

would promote the generous efforts of the league.
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THE SHORTENED SEASON COMES TO AN END

What else can be said other than it was a year of unprecedented happenings.

But despite the greatest setback ever experienced by the MCSSL, we pulled it off and

we played ball. It was a fitting tribute to the great talents and unselfish contributions of

all the league members, all of whom made it happen. In the final weekly message from

Dr. Albrecht, he pointed out that nobody in our league contacted Covid-19 or tested

positive, and urged all members to continue following national protocols of wearing

masks, social-distancing, and avoiding close-quarter indoor activities. The hopes and

prayers of all the membership at the time of this writing are for a return to normal this

coming twenty-third summer season in 2021. But like every other year in its history, the

league stands ready for whatever challenges might come ahead.

(League Historian’s Note: At the time of this writing, the MCSSL had decided to cancel

the forthcoming 2021 winter indoor season, citing health and safety concerns of the

membership.)
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A Narrative History of the
Montgomery County Senior Softball League

A Continuing History – 2021

FOREWORD: By the close of the 2020 shortened summer season, the historical

coronavirus pandemic continued to impact the American way of life to an extraordinary

extent. While the activities of the Montgomery County Senior Softball League came to a

halt at the end of October, the league continued its efforts to evaluate what direction the

league would take from that point forward in keeping with the best interests of the

membership. In accordance with the tradition of publishing an annual summation of the

league’s continuing history, following is a compilation of the significant chapters of

activities.  The narrative below presents the calendar events as they occurred and were

prepared by the league historian beginning in November, 2020.

George F. Schreader, League Historian

THE COMMISSIONER’S BOARD OF DIRECTORS MESSAGING

Under normal circumstances, the Montgomery County Senior Softball League
holds its annual Board of Directors meeting in early November to prepare the way for

the upcoming winter and summer seasons. Unfortunately, again because of the

coronavirus pandemic, Commissioner John Frantz put out notice to the league

membership that there would not be a Board meeting in the fall of 2020, citing that it

was not in the best interests of health and safety for Board members to congregate in a

closed space. The message advised that the league’s Covid-19 Safety & Operating

Plan remained in effect, and that routine agenda issues such as the suggestion

process, social events, and scheduling future play would all be put on hold. This
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message also advised that Commissioner Frantz, Winter League Director Gordy

Detweiler, and Subject Matter Expert on Health, Dr. Jim Albrecht had met with the

management of the XL Sports World to review their covid-19 protocols, building

occupancy limitations, and their interest in having us play over the coming winter.  Their

consensus after this meeting was that the league would further explore potentially

playing the 2021 indoor winter season. A special task group was formed to consider

safety protocols for possible play, and a survey was prepared to send out to the league

membership to determine the interest in playing indoor winter softball. (See next section

for results.)

THE 2021 WINTER INDOOR SEASON CANCELLED

The decision was made at the end of October not to play the indoor winter

season, and notification was sent out to the league membership. Immediately following

Commissioner Frantz’s group meeting with XL Sports World management the week

prior, the special task team was assembled to investigate the prospect of committing to

play indoors over the coming winter. The task team consisted of the following

individuals: Commissioner John Frantz; Assistant Commissioner Mike DeStefano;

Secretary Jim Marple; Health & Safety Director Jim Binsberger; Winter League Director

Gordy Detweiler; Subject Matter Expert on Health Dr. Jim Albrecht; Subject Matter

Expert on Legal Issues John Packel, Esq.

After careful consideration, the task team determined that it was not in the best

interests of the league to sponsor an indoor season. Notwithstanding the fact that the

survey resulted in only about 50% responding that they were willing to consider playing,

the task team listed a number of convincing reasons for their decision. Among the more

important health-related reasons were: the spiking of covid cases in the area; the

transmission of the virus through aerosols (small airborne particles that travel more than

six feet and can linger for hours); and the fact that masks do not provide enough

protection especially in indoor environments. Other reasons cited were: the discovery
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that the XL facility building does not have an adequate ventilation or air filtration system;

the center itself entertains many sports groups that routinely use the facility; the center

permits all users to be unmasked when playing, thereby increasing the odds of bodily

contacting airborne particles; and the fact that the league membership itself, because of

the median age of its seniors, is in the high-risk category.

As disappointing as it was to the league membership, the decision to cancel the

winter indoor season most probably preserved a small measure of health and safety to

the league members, who otherwise may have potentially been exposed to the corona

virus. Though that will never be known, it was certain that no league member became

exposed to this virus through any actions of the MCSSL relative to indoor play.

2021 SUMMER SEASON LEAGUE EARLY PLANNING

Through the winter months, the league's officers continued to prepare plans for

the 2021 summer season. On February 1st, Secretary Jim Marple sent out email

notification to all league members that the summer season has been planned and

protocols will be adjusted as necessary for the 2021 season. Attached was the player

application, which was to be completed and mailed to Jim no later than February 28th.

The application contained general league information and scheduling information. Fees

for White and Blue Divisions remained at $100 per person, $50 for Red Division only,

and $10 extra for those White Division players wanting to be on the Red Division

Substitute list only.

The weekly schedule would continue Mondays through Thursdays, with game

times remaining at 9:00 a.m., 10:30 a.m., 12 noon, and 1:30 p.m. The weekly division

scheduling was established as follows: Red Division – Mondays, games at 12 noon and

1:30 p.m.; White Division – Tuesdays, all four time slots, Wednesdays and Thursdays,

12 noon and 1:30 p.m.; Blue Division - Mondays, Wednesdays, and Thursdays, games

at 9:00 a.m. and 10:30 a.m.
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On February 22nd, Commissioner John Frantz announced that, after doing an

outstanding job for two years as the Summer White Division Director, Vince Torno had

decided to step down. John was pleased to announce that the position was accepted by

Tom Levins, who would assume the responsibility immediately. John thanked Vince for

his fine work during the past two seasons, and thanked Tom for taking on this important

responsibility for the future.

Application for the summer season closed at the end of February, and by

mid-March the league roster indicated a total of 197 players had signed up, which

included eight new players. This number resulted in plans to establish eight teams

(14-man roster) in the White Division, six teams (13-man roster) in the Blue Division,

and three teams (12-man rosters) in the Red Division (plus an extra list of 18

individuals). The teams were established as follows: White Division – Maniacs

(Manager Mike DeStefano), Marathons (Manager Curt Fields), Magicians (Manager

Wayne Bailey), Musketeers (Manager Scot Kowit), Mountaineers (Manager Joe Sharp),

Mystics (Manager Steve Mallozzi), Missiles (Manager Don Dennis), Monarchs (Manager

Joe Kelly); Blue Division – Magics (Manager Pete Perez), Marshals (Manager Jim

Kotz), Masters (Manager Bob Gaugler), Marvels (Manager Jim Morano), Mavericks

(Manager Don Leatherman, Miracles (Manager Mike Dent); Red Division – Mantles

(Manager Jim Weiss), Mazeroskis (Manager Joe Laskowski), Musials (Manager Bob

Miller). (Note: Early in the season, Joe Sharp stepped down as manager of the

Mountaineers team and was replaced by Joe Holland.) Another historic first added to

the continuing legacy of the MCSSL, as the league welcomed the first ever father and

son to the membership. Jerry Kratz of the Miracles has been a league member since

2003, and this year we all welcomed his son, David Kratz, who has become a member

of the Monarchs.
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Jerry Kratz and Dave Krartz– first father and son in the MCSSL.

The 2021 season was slated to begin Monday, April 19 th, with practice games for

all the teams during the week prior. The season ending would be Thursday, October

21st. All games starting in October would once again start one-half hour later account

the fall early daylight change.

PLAY BALL AND A SUMMER SEASON OF FUN!

In early April, the call went out from the new Field Operations Director, Jimmy

Flynn, for “a few good men” to come to School Road Park for the annual Clean Up the

Field Day. The response as expected was outstanding. Over thirty league members

chipped in to clear the field and dugout areas of all the accumulated winter debris, and

to prep the playing surfaces. It was time to play ball, but not before an important
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message was put by Subject Matter Expert on Health Dr. Jim Albrecht. The league

membership was advised that Dr. Albrecht would be the league repository of MCSSL

covid vaccinations, and all members were requested to advise him when they had

completed their shots. A target of 75% of the league’s 192 members was cited to

achieve herd immunity. In the meantime, the membership was notified that the existing

Covid-19 Safety & Operating Plan would remain in effect with a few minor changes,

those being: 1) temperature screening was eliminated, 2) practice of sanitizing practice

and game balls was revised, and 3) runners could now be tagged.

On April 19 th, a full week of practice began with the covid plan still in effect,

meaning social distancing, masking, no dugout occupancy. The 2021 summer season

kicked off on Monday, April 26 th, and by that date Dr. Albrecht had reported the league

had achieved its goal, and that 158 players (about 78%) of the membership had advised

him of completed vaccinations. Since a number of these had just been completed, and

the two-week post-vaccination waiting period had not yet been reached, Dr. Albrecht

advised that the plan would remain in effect until further notice

It finally came about. What we had all been waiting for close to a year. In early

May, league notification went out informing all members that the revised Covid-19

Safety & Operating Plan would go into effect on Monday, May 10th. Dr. Albrecht reported

that 81% of the league (155 members) were fully vaccinated. (Note: By season’s end,

Dr. Albrecht reported 85% of the membership had been vaccinated.) This percentage

equated to herd immunity, meaning 1 or 2 cases of covid illness will not spread

throughout the league. This level allowed the league to operate safely under these new

protocols. Highlights of the plan included: 1) masks no longer required outside the field

areas of play, 2) social distancing down to three feet, 3) one softball used for each

game, 4) umpires, catchers, coaches no longer need to wear masks during games, 5)

post-game line-ups allowed but no hand-shaking. Still required under the revised plan

was: 1) the prohibition of any player coming to the field if un-vaccinated and has come

into contact with a person who has covid, 2) no occupying the dugouts, including gear,

3) no team water coolers, 4) no sharing of masks. Dr. Albrecht further cautioned that the
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current 37 members who have not reported being vaccinated are susceptible to

catching and transmitting covid inside and outside our league, and should continue to

be diligent about social distancing and will need to quarantine if exposed to close

contact with an infected individual(s).

Midway through the season, Dr. Albrecht advised that a league member had

come into contact with a diseased family member, had isolated himself, but resulted in

no further issue. Then, in early August, Dr. Albrecht posted another advisory to the

league membership that the more contagious delta variant of Covid-19 was present in

Montgomery County and recommended again going to the six-foot social distancing rule

and advised seated spectators behind home plate wear masks. By September, a

follow-up recommendation was made to once again vacate the dugouts during games

and to not engage in the traditional “fist-pump” between teams following the games. The

season continued right thru to the end of October with no further incidents or issues.

MID-SEASON BUSINESS ACTIVITIES

Midway through the summer season, a suggestion was forwarded to

Commissioner John Frantz by Red Division Director Bob Miller to have the league

consider adding a second field to league play, the primary reasoning being to minimize

(or eliminate) the afternoon games that were frequently being canceled due to summer

heat. All Red Division games were scheduled for 12 noon and 1:30 p.m. on Mondays.

Being that the league had not conducted its annual postseason Board of Directors

meeting (canceled account of the pandemic) when the suggestion process is normally

presented, Commissioner Frantz took into consideration the suggestion and formed the

Alternate Field Committee to discuss the feasibility and come up with a

recommendation. The committee was headed by Assistant Commissioner Mike

DeStefano, who formed the investigatory group comprised of these league members:

Red Division Director Bob Miller, Blue Division Director Jim Binsberger, White Division
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Director Tom Levins, Equipment Manager John Packel, League Historian George

Schreader, members-at-large Tom Lane and Tom McGready.

In late July, the committee met for the first time at School Road Park. Primary

agenda items discussed were: feasibility of an alternate field (consensus was ‘yes’);

proposal that Towamencin Township field be the targeted alternate field; pros & cons of

securing an alternate field (logistics, equipment, storage, etc.); costs of having an

alternate field. Also discussed was re-arranging the playing schedule based upon the

options (should an alternate field be secured). Another option discussed was not

securing an alternate field, but rather expanding weekly play at School Road Park by

adding Fridays. (Jimmy Flynn and Tom Levins volunteered to approach Hatfield

Township with this proposal.) In the interim, Assistant Commissioner Mike DeStefano

initiated contact with Towamencin Township with the proposal.

In an unexpected turn of events, on August 7th, Commissioner Frantz received

notification from Director Bob Miller that the Red Division would no longer be playing

their games at School Road Park on Mondays, that they had rented an alternate field.

Notification was immediately put out to the league membership that the Red Division

had chosen to disassociate itself from the MCSSL, and therefore the division was no

longer a part of the MCSSL. The structure of the MCSSL would only include the White

and Blue Divisions, with the Red Division eliminated. (Note: This restructure did not

eliminate the White Division players who participated in Red Division play; all players

still remained on the White Division team rosters.) Commissioner Frantz also advised

that the efforts of the Alternate Field Committee would be a top agenda item for

discussion at the annual Board of Directors meeting in the fall.

Assistant Commissioner Mike DeStefano reported back in mid-August that he

had initiated contact with Towamencin Township (Bustard Road field), followed by

additional contacts with Sellersville (Druckenmiller Park), Perkasie (Kulp Park), Rose

Twig Park (Kenas Road field), and Telford (Stover Park). All municipalities responded

favorably to the committee’s inquiries. By the end of September, a number of options

were on the table for the committee to consider. By mid-October, Mike was able to
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prepare a brief of the committee’s results and prepared the summary to be distributed

and discussed at the end-of-season annual Board-of Directors meeting, where a

decision will be made as to what direction the league will pursue for next year’s 2022

summer season.

THE MCSSL HALL OF FAME

The MCSSL Hall-of-Fame program, to honor those members who have

contributed their time, talents, and determination to mold the MCSSL into the

organization as we know it today, had previously been canceled during Calendar Year

2020 due to the pandemic.  (The program had been revised by approval of the Board of

Directors at their meeting in November, 2019.) The upcoming 2021 season would be

the seventh year of the program. At the suggestion of the League Historian, George

Schreader, it was agreed to continue postponing the MCSSL Hall-of-Fame induction

process until the 2022 season when the league will probably be back on track with

normal activities. Key components of the program are the overview of the process at the

annual kick-off meeting, the nomination window period during the early part of the

season, the selection process by the specially-appointed committee, the announcement

of inductees at the May picnic, and formal induction at the June family picnic. As several

of these key components would not be managed under the 2021 proposed league

activity plan, it was decided to suspend until next year.

THE TRAVEL TEAM MARAUDERS

The league’s fine travel team this year was headed by Bill Ambrulavage, who

took over for the departed Joe Sharp. As the team hadn’t played a single game in 2020

due to the pandemic, the Marauders were anxious to get things started up again against

some of our fellow senior competitors from around the region.
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Bill began to contact senior teams from around and outside the area, and was

able to make commitments from several. By mid-July, Bill had managed to set up

competition events with our old long-time friends and rivals, West Chester, and some

new opponents in Reading and Allentown. The league solicited for members to

participate, and Bill quickly organized two levels of play, designating them as the Gold

Team A (comprised of Red and White Division players), and White Team B (comprised

of White and Blue Division players).

The first travel competition was a round-robin event in West Chester, where four

teams competed, playing each other once. Bill took White Team to its only event, but

the competition was tough and the boys lost all three games. But despite the loss, it was

great for the league to be back at travel play. The Gold Team fared much better later in

August participating in doubleheader games against both Reading/Berks and Allentown.

In Allentown, the pitching was solid in the first doubleheader as the teams split.

Don Dennis and Rich Server pitched well, but the Marauder bats went silent in the

second game by only scoring 7 runs despite strong defense by Jimmy Weiss, Joe Perry,

Scott Kowit, and Steve Shelley. Big hitters of the day were Rich Server, Artie Douglas

and Joe Perry. The next doubleheader versus Reading at Lyons field near Kutztown

showed the prowess of both the offense and defense, as the boys took both games.

Every player hit and played perfect defense, with some long shots over the fence by

Don Muir, Ron Geib, and Bob Miller.

The combined 2021 record for the newly-constituted Travel Team Marauders was

three wins, one loss for the Gold Team, and no wins and three losses for the White

Team. It was great to have this level of competition back, and Big Bill has promised a

whole lot more to come next season.
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THE SOCIAL & TOURNAMENT SCENE EARLY PLANNING

The activities planned for the summer season weren’t quite up to full slate, but

enough were planned to get the social scene back to as close to normal as possible.

Events planned for the season included member picnic & photo day, MCSSL annual

golf outing, annual one-pitch tournament, the end-of-season picnic, and the traditional

holiday party. The traditional family day picnic was excluded for the year only as a

precautionary effort. Early in the season plans had also gotten underway to invite the

Phillies Ball Girls to School Road Park for the charity event that has become one of the

most popular of the summer season. Gordy Detweiler and John Duffin headed the effort

to have the gals here in June to play our gang of old-timers.

On Friday, June 4th, the gang finally assembled for the annual picnic & photo day

at School Road Park. The weather was good, the turnout was great, and all the teams

were well represented. Precautionary measures remained in place, however, as instead

of a full food catering set-up under the pavilion as usual, the boys were treated to a

lunch of hoagies and snacks while they sat on their lawn chairs under a mostly sunny

sky. Thanks once again went out to Social Director Manny and Jean London for

handling the refreshments. Commissioner John Frantz addressed the gathering,

re-capping what the league has accomplished since last year’s interruption, and

recognizing and thanking everyone who worked so hard to ensure the continuance of

the league. John also outlined the activities for the remainder of the season. While the

choice of a charity for the year had not yet been determined, nonetheless the

money-raising events were on the year’s agenda. Ben Fiore, in attendance at the picnic,

once again was collecting used golf balls to sell to a local driving range, the money to

go into the league’s charity pool. The annual MCSSL Golf Outing was planned for

Thursday, September 9th at the Gilbertsville Golf Club, followed the next day on Friday,

September 10th by the annual one-pitch tournament at School Road Park. It was also

announced that the annual Marauders vs. Phillies Ball Girls game (a separate charity
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event benefiting the Phillies’ charities) would be held on Saturday, June 26th, but this

year at Druckenmiller Field in Sellersville.

PHILLIES BALL GIRLS CHARITY EVENT

Sign-up for this favorite event was limited to 26 players with a donation of $20

per player. Gordy Detweiler and John Duffin did a great job setting up the event at the

Sellersville field on Saturday, June 26th. It was an ideal weather day, and as expected,

families along with many more fans lined both sides of the field to watch the old-tymers

of the MCSSL play against a fine team of young ladies who were out to beat the pants

off the old guys.

This year’s team was managed by Wayne Bailey, who certainly had his hands full

platooning all the players. Again, as in all past years, Gordy took the mound for the

ladies and pitched both games of the doubleheader. This year was even more special

for Hall-of-Famer Gordy. His granddaughter, Brooke, was playing on the girls’ team

along with her proud grandpa. Brooke plays softball at the high school and local

competitive levels, and she certainly showed off her talents. It certainly turned out to be

a year to be remembered. For Gordy and the girls, that is. In the first game of nine

innings, the girls pounded out a 17 to 13 easy win. The second game was a little closer,

but the girls again managed to squeak out an 8 to 6 win over the old-tymers to sweep

the doubleheader. We don’t think that there was anybody at the field who didn’t agree

that Gordy and Brooke were the MVPs of the day. The annual event was able to collect

$800 for the Phillies Ball Girls charity, and once again the MCSSL was proud to have

hosted such a worthwhile happening.

ANNUAL MCSSL GOLF OUTING

As in previous years, the league planned a golf outing to raise money as a part of

its annual charity appeal. The golf committee composed of Assistant Commissioner
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Mike DeStefano, league members Steve Czyzewicz, Vince Torno and Chuck Favata,

initiated contact with several area golf courses. The committee ultimately decided to

contract with Gilbertsville Golf Club, and the event was scheduled for Thursday,

September 9th. (The choice of conducting the event on a Thursday instead of the usual

Friday scheduling was to defray the individual participant cost, as all golf clubs

contacted charged a higher rate for any Friday date.)

Sign-up for the annual golf outing began in mid-August. Once again, members

were advised that Ben Fiore would be collecting used golf balls to be sold to a local

driving range, and that money realized from Ben’s effort would be donated to the annual

charity. The participant cost this year was $60 per person, which included green fees &

cart, and a buffet lunch with cash bar. By early September, 40 league members and

guests had signed up for the event.

Despite heavy rains the night before, the tournament went on at a soggy

Gilbertsville course. Two groups shot a 9-under par: “Team McCullough” (John

McCullough, Lou Bogolsano, Pat Fynes, Steve Czyzewicz) and “Team 83 and Sons”

(Ray Forlano, Chuck Favata, Scott Kowit, Dan Brady). Honors for Low Gross went to

Team McCullough, which won the tiebreaker by matching cards. Low Net winners were

“Team YMCA” (Bob Gallagher, Bob Varga, Mike Gover, Roben Quasamy). Closest to

the pin winners were Steve Alligood and Fred Walker, with Matt Becker winning the

longest drive. The amount of $600 was collected toward the general charity fund.

ANNUAL MCSSL ONE-PITCH TOURNAMENT

The league’s traditional charity fund-raiser, the annual One-Pitch Tournament,

was next on the summer’s agenda. The event was planned for Friday, September 10th.

League members Steve Alligood and League Historian George Schreader took the lead

in organizing this popular event. In late July, a straw-poll was put out via email to solicit

membership interest in participating, managing, and umpiring. The results, not

surprisingly, were most favorable. In early August the sign-up began, and by the closing
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date, 78 players had signed up to play with more than a sufficient number of volunteers

for umpiring. As in years past, it was decided to form six teams with 13-man rosters,

and conduct the tournament as double-elimination as in years past. Near the end of

August, Steve and George conducted the drafting of the six teams. The teams would be

managed by Dale Bishop, Bill Ambrulavage, Timmy Smith, Steve Mallozzi, Steve

Dimitry, and Howey Schwartz.

The day of the event turned out to be weather perfect. With a lot of help from the

field prep team members Tom Lane and Tom Corcoran, Manny London, volunteer

wives, and many other volunteer league members, the tournament went off without a

hitch. Starting right on time at 8:00 a.m., the pace of play was fast and furious, and the

tournament ended at 1:45 p.m. after the tenth game with the undefeated Mallozzi team

the tournament winner for the second year in a row.  The players on team Mallozzi this

year were: Steve Mallozzi (manager), Tom Corcoran, Paul Cramer, John Frantz, Paul

Harvan, Billy Mallozzi, Scott Norris, John Packel, Steve Shelly, Pete Sisson, Alex

Stanish, Vince Torno, and Mike Weyand. This year we set up for a minimal $10 player

donation, no charge for unlimited food and drinks for anyone, donations gladly accepted

from all other sources. The one-pitch tournament raised over $3,000 for our general

charity fund.
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Steve Mallozzi managed the team.

MCSSL CHARITY APPEAL

The MCSSL’s annual drive to raise money for local charities was at the top of the

list of activities planned for the 2021 summer season. Monies again were raised through

league events, that included the annual one-pitch tournament, the annual golf outing,

sale of used golf balls, and the generous donations of supporters, sponsors, and league

members.

Commissioner John Frantz solicited ideas or suggestions from league officers

and several members regarding a charity effort. After a number of suggestions, it was

decided that the league would, for the second year in a row, make a monetary donation

to one of the local organizational food banks. In late July, Lou Bogolsano and Chuck
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Favata took the lead and contacted the Keystone Opportunity Center, a local

community food bank and service organization in Souderton. The Keystone

organization provides not only food for needy families, but offers many programs to

assist the homeless, plus provides housing assistance and educational support to the

communities throughout both Montgomery and Bucks counties.

In September, the league put out information for the membership on this year’s

designated organization with further appeal for donations from anyone who had not

participated in any of the league events. By the end of September, for the second year

in a row, contributions exceeded expectations. Through all events and independent

donations, we collected the amount of $4,385. On November 22nd, Lou Bogolsano and

Chuck Favata presented a check in that amount to Mr. Malcom Friend, Director of the

Keystone Opportunity Center. Appreciation for the MCSSL’s generosity was

expressed by Mr. Friend on behalf of his entire organization. Recognition of the

donation was also acknowledged by local news media.
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THE SEASON COMES TO AN END

Although we all hoped and prayed for it to end, covid was still with us here in

Montgomery County. But we stuck to our excellent protocols, keeping the safety and

health of all of us at the forefront of the 2021 season. We pulled it off and we played ball

through the entire season. It was a fitting tribute to the great talents and unselfish

contributions of all the league members, all of whom made it happen.

The summer league ended with the last game played on Thursday, October 21st.

On the following day, Friday October 22nd, the league held its annual end-of-season

picnic at School Road Park under the pavilion. Attendance was high as always for this

popular social event. Social Director Manny London and wife Jean continued their

outstanding dedication with another fabulous food fest, this year featuring a favorite pig

roast immensely enjoyed by everyone. In keeping with Hatfield Township protocol,

members were not permitted to eat under the pavilion, but the sunny weather was

thankfully cooperative as the membership picnicked in personal chairs set up in the

outside grassy area. After serving of the meal was concluded, Commissioner John

Frantz then addressed the membership, acknowledging all those individual volunteers

throughout the league for another banner year of tremendous support to keep this

league at the top of its game.

Highlights were many, but the first one that stood out was the presentation of a

special acknowledgement to Hall-of-Famer Gordy Detweiler, who was presented with an

engraved plaque thanking him for his arrangement with the Phillies Ball Girls charity

events over these past several years. Gordy and his granddaughter, Brooke, were

pictured on the plaque. A lasting tribute that brought a tear to grandpop’s eyes.
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Gordy with his appreciation plaque.

Assistant Commissioner Mike DeStefano especially thanked Commissioner

Frantz for all his years of dedication as leader of the organization, and the membership

appreciatively acknowledged John for all his dedication. Mike then recapped the results

of the annual MCSSL charity golf outing, followed by Steve Alligood who recapped the

results of the annual MCSSL one-pitch charity tournament, and displayed the trophy

that will be held for the second year in a row by winning manager, Steve Mallozzi. Last

on the charity agenda was League Historian George Schreader, who made a

presentation on the league’s charity history. George cited the annual event with the

Phillies Ball Girls (organized by Hall-of-Famer Gordy Detweiler), where monies are

dedicated to those charities. George then related what the league has accomplished in

designating its own local charity organizations by raising monies to “give back to the

community.” From 2015 (the first year the league dedicated a fund-raising event)
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through 2020, the league raised $11,750 for local organizations. George then discussed

this year’s designated organization, the Keystone Opportunity Center of Souderton

(dedicated to food distribution, housing assistance & counseling, homelessness), and

acknowledged Lou Bolgosano and Chuck Favata, who for the second year in a row took

the lead to set up our charitable contribution avenue. This year, through the golf outing,

one-pitch tournament, member Ben Fiore’s golf ball sell-back plan, and especially the

generous donations from the league’s membership, we raised another $4,385 to be

donated to the Keystone folks in early November. George pointed out that to date, the

membership has raised/donated over $17,000 to local organizations throughout the

Hatfield area.

One final presentation was made by league member, Tom Walsh. Tom talked

about an organization headquartered in Harleysville, Pitch in for Baseball and Softball,

which is a non-profit charity organization that collects and distributes new and gently

used baseball and softball equipment to under-privileged kids around the world. It was

really “food for thought” for the membership. There may be more to come on this item

as we move into the coming 2022 season. Just ahead was the annual Board of

Directors annual meeting, which was scheduled for Wednesday, November 3rd, 2021.

Much was on the agenda to be discussed, including another re-structuring of the

divisional levels and the possibility of adding a second field for summer play during the

hot months.

The boys left School Road Park in the early afternoon, still not believing that the

2021 season had officially come to an end. But there wasn’t a doubt in anyone’s mind.

The 2022 season was just around the corner.
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A Narrative History of the
Montgomery County Senior Softball League

A Continuing History – 2022

FOREWORD: The 2021 MCSSL summer season was completed from mid-April thru

the end of October uninterrupted by the continuing coronavirus pandemic. The league’s

compliance with the Covid 19 Safety and Operating Plan, implemented in 2020, was

certainly a determining factor. While not all the league’s traditional activities were

reinstated, it was a successful season nonetheless. Moving into 2022, the league’s

twenty-fourth year, with the vestiges of the pandemic still lingering, the league moved

forward in the hopes that all activities would be resumed by the end of the coming

summer season. The following narrative presents the calendar events as they occurred

and were prepared by the league historian beginning in November, 2021.

George F. Schreader, League Historian

BOARD OF DIRECTORS ANNUAL MEETING

After an absence of a year, the Montgomery County Senior Softball League
held the annual Board of Directors meeting on Wednesday, November 4th, 2021,

beginning at 10:30 a.m. A change of venue this year was the feature of the day. Despite

the league’s acknowledgement of membership herd immunity relative to the continuing

covid pandemic, it was decided in the best interests of safety and health to hold the

meeting outdoors at School Road Park under the pavilion. Fortunately, the weather

cooperated somewhat, the day dry and sunny, albeit chilly.
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Commissioner John Frantz commenced activities by welcoming 42 attending

members of the MCSSL’s Board of Directors. Absent were eight members. Secretary

Jim Marple advised that the day’s voting would require 28 of the 42 attendees to make

the two-thirds majority to pass voting in accordance with the By-Laws. John thanked

everyone for attending despite the marginally uncomfortable conditions, and focused

immediately on the day’s agenda, which included: 1) financial items (Treasurer’s report;

budget; audit), 2) holiday party plans, 3) winter league, 4) Red Division status, 5)

By-Laws changes, 6) 2022 summer schedule plans, 7) summer league applications, 8)

suggestions/review, and 9) new business.

Treasurer Ron Clemens presented his report on the league’s financial situation

for the fiscal year (November 1st to October 31st), gladly reporting that the league

continues to be solidly solvent. Ron reported that member Pat Fynes conducted this

year’s audit taking no exceptions, and that the league will be looking toward 2022

sponsorship income, which occurs every three-year cycle. The motion was put forward

and the treasurer’s report was unanimously accepted. Immediately following was

Commissioner Frantz’s advisement that, due to the continuing pandemic situation and

decision of the safety & health group, the annual holiday party traditionally held in

December will be cancelled for the second year in a row.

The Winter League was next on the agenda, generating much discussion

focused mainly on the covid issue. Commissioner Frantz advised that the league’s

Subject Matter Expert on Health, Dr. Jim Albrecht, recommended the league could play

safely as the risk this coming year is greatly diminished. Dr. Albrecht cited such factors

as herd immunity and recommended booster shots for those already vaccinated, and

adherence to protocols such as the wearing of masks into and out of the XL Sports

World facility and while waiting to play (mask not required once the field of play is

occupied). Dr. Albrecht further advised that anyone coming into contact should avoid

attending games, and requested that he be advised when a member receives his

booster shot or initial shots. Much discussion followed on the issue of mandating

vaccination for all players, which was vocally overruled by the majority of attendees.
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The motion to play or not to play the winter league competition was put to vote, and

voting favored to play a 2022 Winter League season. Winter applications would be

arranged immediately, and Gordy Detweiler once again would organize the draft and

league set-up.

The status of the then-defunct Red Division was next on the agenda, the issue of

whether to reinstate the division or permanently eliminate it. Commissioner Frantz

recapped the history of the 2021 withdrawal of the division (note: see 2021 narrative

history for details). John emphasized that the league did not “throw out” the players,

who all continued to remain as White Division members, but that the Red Division itself

withdrew from the league’s organizational structure. After much discussion from both

sides of the argument, the motion was put forward to either reinstate the Red Division

with the stipulation that an alternate field be utilized, or to eliminate the division in

entirety. The motion to reinstate the Red Division was not passed, and the league will

have only Blue and White divisions for 2022. Following next on the agenda was a short

discussion on the minor revisions to the league’s By-Laws, and the addition of the

appendix Playing Softball in Hot Weather, both of which were immediately accepted

by a unanimous vote of approval.

Following a “box lunch in the sun”, arranged by the league’s Social Director

Manny London, the meeting continued with the next agenda item, which was planning

for the 2022 summer season. First to be discussed was the report by Assistant

Commissioner Mike DeStefano, who chaired the recent Alternate Field Committee, a

task group formed by the Commissioner to explore the feasibility of the league procuring

a second field during the hot months of July and August to eliminate the afternoon

games. Commissioner Frantz pointed out that in July and August of 2021, there were 6

Blue, 14 White, 2 Red division games canceled by heat (not rain). Mike reported on the

findings of the committee, which advised that four alternate sites were to be considered

as follows: 1) Druckenmiller Field in Sellersville ($20 per game, job box not permitted),

2) Bustard Road Field in Towamencin Township $60 per morning, storage unknown), 3)

Rose Twig Park, Kenas Road in Montgomery Township ($40 per day, job box unknown),
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and 4) Stover Field #2 in Telford Borough (no charge, job box not permitted). Toilet

facilities are available at all four locations. Commissioner Frantz followed up by

advising that the additional possibility was still “encouraging” to use the School Road

Park field on Friday mornings, and that further discussion with Hatfield Township was

pending.

Further discussion followed regarding the structure of the scheduling for 2022,

focusing on the options to add an additional field, to include Friday games, or to shift the

start-up of July and August games to a half-hour earlier (i.e., first game at 8:30 a.m., last

game at 1:00 p.m.) At this time, the Board decided that an alternate field would not be

necessary for the 2022 season. With the elimination of the Red Division from the

scheduling matrix, assuming that the league would retain eight White Division teams

and six Blue Division teams, the schedule would require 14 game timeslots per week.

Several schedule structure proposals were put forth, and ultimately the motion was

made to vote on a compromised divisional structure of three Blue Division games each

on Mondays and Wednesdays, four White Division games each on Tuesdays and

Thursdays. There would be no regular summer season games on Fridays, which would

be held available for potential Travel Team home games. The times of games would be

the traditional normal times, except for July and August, when all games would start ½

hour earlier than normal. This structure would have only two White games per week

scheduled for either 1:00 or 1:30 p.m., minimizing the potentially “heated-out”

occurrences. The motion passed. The request was also made by several managers to

have the schedule-makers consider a more evenly spread schedule, meaning that each

team has as close as possible a ratio of equal morning to afternoon games. Several

managers voiced that the 2021 schedule had several teams with many more afternoon

games and fewer morning games. The 2022 schedule will address a more evenly

balanced schedule. Secretary Jim Marple advised that the 2022 summer application will

be put out before the end of calendar year 2021.

Next on the agenda was new business. Member John Duffin addressed the

attendees on the topic of the Phillies Ball Girls returning in 2022. John, who also works
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part time for the Phillies organization, advised that the group enjoys playing the MCSSL

“old-tymers” so much that they have inquired if the league would be interested in their

returning next summer not once, but for two scheduled events on different day visits.

The response by the Board members was, to no one’s surprise, an overwhelming yes.

John advised that the organization requires a minimum $500 donation per event to the

Phillies charities, which the MCSSL has historically surpassed each year that the girls

have visited. The league will pursue planning to schedule two events for next summer.

John also inquired if the league membership would be interested in arranging for a tour

of the Phillies’ Citizens Bank Park sometime next year, assuming that the Phillies

organization does resume the touring program. As expected, the Board members

responded affirmative. John will keep the league informed if and when the opportunity

arises.

League Historian George Schreader next addressed the attendees regarding the

topic of donating baseball and softball equipment to the Pitch in for Baseball and

Softball organization, headquartered in Harleysville. At the end-of-season picnic the

previous October, member Tom Walsh gave the league members a briefing on this

organization, which donates new and gently used equipment to kids around the world.

George suggested that sometime early in the 2022 summer season, the league set up a

collection area and time frame for the membership to donate to this worthy cause for

underprivileged kids. The donation would then be made in the name of the MSCCL. Of

course, the response was very affirmative. There will be more to come on this endeavor

when the summer season arrives.

The last agenda item of the day was review of the suggestion submitted by the

league members. This year, Commissioner John Frantz approached the topic a bit

differently. First off, the general topics that would affect both Blue and White divisions

were reviewed, discussed, and voted upon. The majority of items had already been

addressed earlier in the agenda proceedings. John next divided the Board members

into two groups, Blue members and White members, as the suggestions were exclusive

to each division.
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The White Division Director Tom Levins presided over his group. Discussions

focused on achieving more team parity for the coming season, with Tom advising that

the managers would have a closer tie to the process, and that after the 2022 summer

applications are all in, he will meet with the team managers to make any necessary

“minor” adjustments to the team rosters. Tom also advised that he would keep closer

enforcement on the substitution issue (i.e., maximum two games per day). One major

change will go into effect for the 2022 summer season. White Division games will field

11 players, down from 12. And, no player may sit out more than 2 innings per game

(unless injured or self-requesting). Rosters will remain at 14 players per team. From the

umpiring perspective, to be called safe a runner must have contact with the ground and

be beyond the “plane” of the base.

The Blue Division Director Jim Binsberger presided over his group. A few rule

changes were made to include: 1) runners must run outside the second and third bases,

regardless of whether there is a play or not, or be called out, 2) a legal pitch hitting any

part of the plate will be called a strike (unless clearly hitting all ground first), 3) an

individual courtesy runner is limited to two times per inning, no limit per game, 4) when

a courtesy runner from home is used, the defense can option to use a fifth infielder who

may throw out the batter at first base.

The meeting was concluded by 3:00 p.m. Board members once again

satisfactorily addressed all agenda items, and Commissioner Frantz thanked everyone

for their time, attendance, patience, and mostly for braving the Autumn elements on a

chilly day outside at School Road Park. The 2022 Winter and Summer seasons were all

set to go.

THE 2021 WINTER INDOOR SEASON RESUMED

With the decision made at the Board of Directors meeting to play indoors over

the coming winter, application for the 2022 winter season went out November 5th, the

cost remaining at $100 per person. Included was the advisory for all players to advise
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Dr. Jim Albrecht of any and all covid-related vaccination shots. One important caveat to

the winter indoor activities was, that for the sake of player safety, masks would be

required at all times when outside the playing area in the XL facility (i.e.,

entering/exiting, spectating, using the restroom). Mask wearing would be optional when

in the playing area. Social distancing would also apply.

Winter League Director Gordy Detweiler conducted the draft in early December.

Enough players (113, of which 11 were new) had signed up to assemble four Blue

Division teams and six White Division Teams. Managers for the 2022 Blue winter teams

were: Bob Gaugler, Dale Bishop, Jimmy Kotz, and Gordy Detweiler. Managers for the

White winter teams were: Steve Mallozzi, Joe Perry, Barry Bintliff, Ray Forlano, Tommy

Lane, and Timmy Smith. In addition, a set of rule modifications were developed to

maintain consistency, the primary modification being that opposing managers must be

in agreement with all issues that may arise during play.

By mid-December, the league plan was interrupted. It became known that Covid

cases in the Montgomery and Bucks counties area were dramatically rising again

because of the Covid Omicron variant. Commissioner Frantz once again called upon

the task group to discuss the issue. The task team consisted of the following individuals:

Commissioner John Frantz; Assistant Commissioner Mike DeStefano; Secretary Jim

Marple; Health & Safety Director Jim Binsberger; Winter League Director Gordy

Detweiler; Subject Matter Expert on Health Dr. Jim Albrecht; Summer League Director,

Tom Levins.

On December 23rd, notification went out to the league membership that, based

upon the recommendation of Dr. Albrecht, the task group agreed and decided to

postpone the start-up of the winter league until January 25th, with the playing schedule

to be revised with games added. Prior to that date, the group would meet again to

review the status of the area Covid cases. On January 20th, the group met again, and

Dr. Albrecht reported that there still was no significant reduction in reported cases. The

decision was made to continue delaying the start-up of the season, this time until

February 8th. Once again, on February 1st, the group reviewed the status of cases in the
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counties. Dr. Albrecht cited a noted reduction in Covid cases, and recommended that

the league move forward to starting on February 8th. With approval of the task group,

notification went out to the league membership along with a revised schedule that would

extend play to mid-April. Players were advised that a refund would be made in the event

any player now wanted to opt out of playing winter indoor softball.

On Tuesday, February 8th, the winter indoor season finally kicked off, with a total

of 105 players opting to continue play. The XL Sports World kindly allowed the league to

extend indoor play through April 13 th, and another successful indoor season ended.

Mother nature was very kind this year, as no games had to be postponed because of

inclement weather.

2022 SUMMER SEASON LEAGUE EARLY PLANNING

Through the winter months, the league’s officers continued to prepare plans for

the 2022 summer season. The application contained general league information and

scheduling information. Fees for White and Blue Divisions remained at $100 per person.

Application for the summer season closed at the end of December, 2021, and by

mid-March, 2022 the league roster indicated a total of 186 players had signed up, which

included eight new players who were evaluated in early March for placement on teams.

Through the efforts of the league’s new Promotions Director, Lou Bogolsano, who

initiated a campaign over the winter to promote the league through local news media

outlets, a sum total of 24 players had signed up over the summer months and were

evaluated on several occasions starting in late April right before the start of regular

season play, and on several more occasions in June and July. All the new players were

assigned to teams, exhausting the waiting list.

For the 2022 summer season, this number of players resulted in plans to

establish eight teams (13-man rosters) in the White Division, six teams (13-man roster)

in the Blue Division. The teams were established as follows: White Division – Maniacs

(Manager Tom Lane), Marathons (Manager Curt Fields), Magicians (Manager Terry
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Leach), Musketeers (Manager Scott Kowit), Mountaineers (Manager Steve Alligood),

Mystics (Manager Pat Fynes), Missiles (Manager Don Dennis), Monarchs (Manager Joe

Kelly); Blue Division – Magics (Manager Al Angely), Marshals (Manager Jim Kotz),

Masters (Manager Bob Gaugler), Marvels (Manager Jim Morano), Mavericks (Manager

Don Leatherman, Miracles (Manager Mike Dent).

The weekly schedule this year saw a major change for 2022. As agreed upon at

the Board meeting last November, this year all Blue Division games would be played

exclusively on Mondays and Wednesdays, and all White Division games would be

played exclusively on Tuesdays and Thursdays. Fridays would be reserved for Travel

Team competition or other designated competition. Game times would remain at 9:00

a.m., 10:30 a.m., 12 noon, and 1:30 p.m. However, this season all games Between July

4th and September 1st would begin one-half hour earlier account heat and humidity

concerns. All games beginning October 3rd would start one-half hour later account

decreased daylight and lower temperatures.

The 2022 season was slated to begin Monday, April 25 th, with practice games for

all the teams during the week prior. The season ended on Thursday, October 20th. We

had a very wet summer season causing a higher number of rainouts than usual (a total

of 57 games rained out), along with approximately twenty heat-outs, mostly all afternoon

games.

CHANGES IN LEAGUE OFFICER POSITIONS

Over the winter months, several league officer positions were accepted by

league members who replaced departing members. The position of Promotions

Director, formerly held by Howie Schwartz, was accepted by Lou Bolgosano.  The

position of Travel Team Manager, formerly held by Bill Ambrulavage, was shelved, as

no travel team games were on the season’s agenda due to the lack of interest in

competition from other leagues.
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THE MCSSL HALL OF FAME

The MCSSL Hall-of-Fame program, to honor those members who have

contributed their time, talents, and determination to mold the MCSSL into the

organization as we know it today, had previously been canceled during Calendar Years

2020 and 2021 due to the pandemic.  (The program had been revised by approval of

the Board of Directors at their meeting in November, 2019.) The upcoming 2022 season

would be the eighth year of the program. At the suggestion of the League Historian,

George Schreader, it was agreed to once again postpone the MCSSL Hall-of-Fame

induction process until the 2023 season. While the league was near full recovery at the

start of the 2022 summer season, the league continued to forego the annual kick-off

meeting (where the nomination process begins) and forego the annual family picnic (the

induction process), two key components of the Hall-of-Fame program. Both

Commissioner John Frantz and League Historian George Schreader mutually agreed

that it would be in the best interest of the league’s tradition not to diminish the

importance of the program, and planned to resume in full next year.

THE SOCIAL & TOURNAMENT SCENE EARLY PLANNING

The first social event of the season was the traditional team photo picnic for the

league membership. It was another successful event hosted once more by Manny

London and wife Jean, along with many helpers from the league. As always, everyone

enjoyed a feast with plenty of food varieties. An estimated 150 members attended the

event, and the weather cooperated with a mild, sunny day. Commissioner John Frantz

addressed the membership and presented the plans for the rest of the continuing

summer season. Among the upcoming activities planned were two games at School

Road Park with the Phillies Ball Girls in June and July to benefit their charity, and the

MCSSL’s annual golf outing and the annual one-pitch tournament, both in September

and both charity events for the league’s designated charity recipient. One of the day’s
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highlights was the collection of usable baseball and sports equipment for donation to an

organization in Harleysville, Pitch In For Baseball and Softball, which accepts

donations and sends equipment around the U.S. and other countries to underprivileged

kids. Many thanks went out to Tommy Walsh for organizing the collection, the volume of

which donated by the league membership literally filled up Tom’s vehicle. In addition,

Don Dennis took over from Ben Fiore the chore of collecting old golf balls for sale to a

local range, the monies going onto the league’s charity chest. The league moved

forward on the season’s planning.
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PHILLIES BALL GIRLS CHARITY EVENT

Planning for this year’s occasion was even more special than in previous years.

Because this has grown into such a favorite for the young ladies, at the request of the

Phillies organization, the MCSSL scheduled two dates at School Road Park to play the

girls twice. The first event was held on Saturday, June 18th, commencing at 10:00 a.m.

The second event was scheduled for August, but most unfortunately, the second event

had to be canceled at the request of the Phillies ball girls due to a scheduling conflict.

Sign-up for this favorite of competitions was limited to 24 players with a donation

of $20 per player. Gordy Detweiler and John Duffin did a great job of setting up the

contest, and Howey Schwartz volunteered to be the team manager for the first event.

And as has been the league’s tradition since this event began back in 2015, The

MCSSL’s Hall-of-Famer Gordy Detweiler took the mound for the ladies in both games of

the double-header. The weather was fine with sun and clouds and the temperature

comfortable. As expected, families along with many more fans lined both sides of the

field to watch our latest assemblage of an old-timer team play against yet another fine

team of young ladies who were out to beat the pants off the old guys. Our team this

year consisted of twelve players each from the White Division and Blue Division, a great

mix of league talent. The first nine inning game was tight, but the old-timers managed to

squeak out an 8-5 victory. But the second game proved to be no contest, as the ladies

pounded out hit after hit and took a 14-7 victory in the second game. As always, the

league donated $500 to the Phillies charity program.
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PROMOTING THE LEAGUE AND A VERY SPECIAL RECOGNITION

Before the winter season even ended, the leagues’ new Promotions Director, Lou

Bolgosano, started a campaign to promote the MCSSL. Lou composed an

advertisement that was run in several local newspapers every Wednesday from March

9th through April 6 th. In addition, Lou developed an excellent colorful brochure, a very

informative publication about the MCSSL. The effort had a good response, and the

league benefitted from numerous applicants wanting to play some senior softball. By the

end of the summer season, the league had recruited 24 new players, all of whom were

ultimately placed on teams.
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Another very notable day occurred on Wednesday morning, June 8th, when

Channel 6 Action News photo-journalist, Todd Haas, came to School Road Park to

conduct an interview with Hall-of-Famer Manny London, who reached his 90th birthday

this spring and his twenty-third year as an active player. This senior-oriented tribute to

Manny was aired on WPVI Channel 6 during the 4:30 p.m. news segment, featuring

comments by both Chuck Favata and Lou Bogolsano, and action footage of Manny and

the boys of the Blue Division playing ball. Great exposure, and a great tribute to our

league to say the least!

INITIAL MCSSL CHARITY APPEAL

The MCSSL’s annual drive to raise money for local charities was once again at

the top of the list of activities planned for the 2022 summer season. Monies again were

again to be raised through league events, which included the annual one-pitch

tournament, the annual golf outing, sale of used golf balls, and the generous donations

of supporters, sponsors, and league members.

Commissioner John Frantz solicited ideas or suggestions from league officers

and several members regarding this year’s charity effort. In late July, Lou Bogolsano

and Chuck Favata took the lead to search out a worthy charity. Assistant Commissioner

Mike DeStefano was quoted as saying, “What could be better than seniors, like those in

the MCSSL, still able and active, helping out other local seniors not as fortunate?” It

couldn’t have been said any better. Using the tagline, Seniors Helping Seniors, Lou

and Chuck took the lead. League member, Bob Gallagher, Chief Executive Officer of the

North Penn YMCA, was extremely helpful and provided a list of local senior

organizations in need of help. After a careful review, the one that best represented our

tagline was The Peak Center in Lansdale. This organization provides services to active

independent seniors such as Wellness Programs & Classes, Life-Long Learning

Opportunities, Counseling & Referral Services, and Volunteer Opportunities. In addition,
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the center also provides lunches, activities, classes, along with legal and medical

counseling.  The appeal went out to the league membership in late July.

A donation of $4,200 to The Peak Center.
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ANNUAL MCSSL GOLF OUTING

As in previous years, the league planned a golf outing to raise money as a part of

its annual charity appeal. The golf committee comprised of Assistant Commissioner

Mike DeStefano, league members Steve Czyzewicz, Vince Torno and Chuck Favata,

initiated contact with several area golf courses. The committee ultimately decided to

contract with Fox Hollow Golf Club in Quakertown, and the event was scheduled for

Friday, September 9th, a shotgun start at 8:00 a.m. The cost per player this year was

$60.

The 2022 MCSSL golf outing saw a record setting 59 golfers tee it up at Fox

Hollow. The weather was perfect and the course was in excellent shape. Winners of the

low gross were the team of Bob Gallagher, Sean Gallagher, Roben Quasamy, and Mike

Grover with a 10 under par 61. That was one stroke better than the team of Pat Fynes,

John McCullough, Tim Crandall, and Steve Czyzewicz. There was a tie for low net with

the teams each shooting 54 with the team of Ray Forlano, Chuck Favata, Scott Kowit,

and Dan Brady winning the tie-breaker over the team of Jim Flynn, Ron Pratowski, Jim

Hagopian, and Enzo Vassalluzzo. Winning the closest to the pin contests were Chas

Weygand, Jim Hagopian, and Vince Herritt. Winning the longest drive was Sean

Gallagher. At record-setting total of $1,788 was collected for our charity The Peak
Center in Lansdale. A big thanks again goes out to the organizing committee - Mike

DeStefano, Vince Torno, Chuck Favata, and Steve Czyzewicz.

ANNUAL MCSSL ONE-PITCH TOURNAMENT

The annual One-Pitch Tournament, a traditional and very popular fund-raising

event, was held on Friday, September 16th at School Road Park.  League members

Steve Alligood (head umpire) and League Historian George Schreader once again took

the lead in organizing this popular event. In early August the sign-up began, and by

closing date of August 31st, 70 players had signed up to play, with two additional

members volunteering to umpire. As in previous years, it was decided to form six teams
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with 11/12-man rosters, and conduct the tournament as double-elimination as in years

past. In early September, Steve and George conducted the drafting of the six teams.

The teams would be managed by Steve Mallozzi, Steve Dimitry, Joe Friedman, Tom

Levins, Bob Zolad, and Howey Schwartz.

Once again, we had plenty of help from members and member’s wives. A

significant contribution this year was received from Dave Kratz’s company, Thrivent,
which generously donated $250, the money being used to purchase all the food and

supplies to conduct the tournament. On game day there was perfect weather for the

event, which started promptly on schedule at 8:00 a.m. Games averaged 30-33

minutes, the shortest game 29 minutes, the longest game 42 minutes. The tournament

ended at 2:15 p.m. for a total of 6 hours, 15 minutes. For the third consecutive year,

congratulations went out to the undefeated Red Shirt Team winners: Steve Mallozzi

(manager), David Kratz, Pat Fynes, Bob Beck, Dan Schepperd, Phil Keeler, Rich

Cubbage, Mike Cice, Rich Hanauer, Ray Handwerk, Don Dennis, Billy Mallozzi.
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Steve Mallozzi managed the 2022 team.

As in past years, we set up for a minimal $10 player donation, no charge for

unlimited food and drinks for anyone. On the day of the tournament, we raised $1,698.

With additional donations coming in from non-participating league members in the two

weeks following, we raised an additional $702. The tournament raised a total amount of

$2,400 for our designated charity, The Peak Center. The money was added to the

general charity fund to be presented later this year to this worthy charitable

organization.

THE SEASON COMES TO AN END

Covid was still an annoyance, but we stuck to our excellent protocols, keeping

the safety and health of all of us at the forefront of the 2022 outdoor season. Once
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again, we played ball through the entire season. The league membership stuck to the

protocols and made it all happen.

The summer league ended with the last game played on Thursday, October 20th.

On the following day, Friday October 21st, the league held its annual end-of-season

picnic at School Road Park under the pavilion. Attendance was high as always for this

popular social event with 140 league members attending. Social Director Manny London

and wife Jean continued their outstanding dedication with another fabulous food fest,

this year featuring an Octoberfest enjoyed by everyone. The weather was sunny and

warm. After serving of the meal was concluded, Commissioner John Frantz then

addressed the membership, acknowledging all those individual volunteers throughout

the league for another banner year of tremendous support to keep this league at the top

of its game. John spoke on the annual Phillies Ball Girls charity event, and thanked

Gordy Detweiler and John Duffin for arranging the game. Speaking on behalf of the

entire league membership, Assistant Commissioner Mike DeStefano, Secretary Jim

Marple, and League Historian George Schreader took the opportunity to extend a

sincere thank you to outgoing Commissioner John Frantz for all his years of dedication

as leader of the organization. John would be stepping down at the conclusion of the

upcoming annual Board of Directors meeting after ten years of leading the MCSSL as

commissioner.

Steve Alligood recapped the results of the annual MCSSL one-pitch charity

tournament, and displayed the trophy that will be held for the third time (second year in

a row) by winning manager, Steve Mallozzi. Steve also acknowledged member Dave

Kratz, whose company Thrivent, donated the money to purchase all the food and

supplies for the tournament. Steve Czyzewicz recapped the results of the annual golf

tournament, and cited that this year we had the most golfers ever. Next on the charity

agenda was League Historian George Schreader, who briefly highlighted the league’s

charity history “to give back to the community.” Chuck Favata, who for the second year

in a row took the lead to set up our charitable contribution avenue, discussed this year’s

designated organization, The Peak Center in Lansdale. Chuck presented the individual
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dollar amounts raised this year through our activities. Combining the golf outing, the

one-pitch tournament, the golf ball sell-back plan, and especially the generous

donations from the league’s membership, we raised another $4,200 to be donated to

The Peak Center folks in early November. George pointed out that from 2015 through

2022, the membership has raised/donated a grand total of $20,335 to local

organizations throughout the area.

Manny and Jean London do a great job at our league picnics.

The boys left School Road Park in the early afternoon, still not believing that the

2022 season had officially come to an end. But there wasn’t a doubt in anyone’s mind.

The 2023 season was just around the corner.
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AFTERWORD - Reflections on Ten Years as MCSSL Commissioner

By John Frantz

I had recently retired from my work life at Peco Energy when my wife saw an
advertisement in a newspaper for a softball league looking for new players. I suspect
she was determined not to have me under foot around the house and suggested that I
answer the call to play.

My first encounter with the Montgomery County Senior Softball League was in
the food court at Montgomeryville Mall. There were a number of other prospective
softball players there that winter day in 2008.

The meeting was run by a fellow named Vic Zoldy. Vic told us how the league
began with a few guys who got together to play a game they loved. From that humble
beginning teams were formed, and a league started.

Vic talked passionately about the league being founded on the philosophy of
playing softball for fun. The league motto, he said was, “If you had fun, you won”.

I never forgot his words and tried to live up to them both playing and when I
became league commissioner.

Vic explained that those of us at the meeting would be an expansion team in the
league. Our team was the Minutemen. Dennis Lapin was our manager. I found out he
was also the league commissioner.

One day at the end of the 2012 season Dennis and his right-hand man Dave
Spielhoffer pulled me aside after a game. Dennis said that after five years serving as
commissioner he was going to step down.

At that time there was no election process for commissioner. If you wanted to
leave the position, you needed to find a replacement. They said they would like me to
consider being the new league commissioner.

I had been playing in the league for five years and had been having a great time.
I made a number of new friends, loved playing, and enjoyed the picnics. The league had
done a lot for me, it was time for me to do something for the league. I said “yes”.

Over the next ten years as commissioner there were a number of challenges,
some restless nights but looking back it was a great experience. It has been a labor of
love.

I thank all the many people who gave their time and talents to make this the
wonderful league it is. It truly takes “a village” of league officers and team managers to
handle all the responsibilities associated with operating the MCSSL.
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Some people stand out.

Jim Marple. Jim had a number of league responsibilities over the years from
uniform manager to webmaster and league secretary. Jim researched information that
helped formulate league policies. Most importantly for me was that Jim gave me advice
and counsel and honest feedback.

Mike DeStefano. As Assistant Commissioner Mike handled the league insurance,
organized “Picture Day” and the league golf outing. Mike was also the soul of the
MCSSL. He suggested that the league start an annual charity donation.

Manny London and Gordy Detwiler. The “old guard” who has contributed so
much to the league. Manny organized all the picnics and the holiday party. Gordy led
the travel team for years, runs the winter league and delights organizing the Phillies Ball
Girls games and pitching for them. Every year they just make it happen.

The following are some of the additions to the league that were implemented
during my time as commissioner. Many of which were suggested by members of the
league.

League Bylaws. I believed that the MCSSL would benefit from establishing a
leadership group to make major decisions about league operations. With the help of Jim
Marple, a list of bylaws was developed for the league. It included a board of directors
that includes league officers, team managers and assistant managers. A term of four
years was established for the league commissioner.

Suggestion Process. A formal process for soliciting suggestions to improve the
league was established. The suggestions are discussed at the annual board of directors
meeting. The process requiring a 2/3 majority approval by the board to be adopted.

League Structure. A significant change in league structure occurred at the board
of directors meeting in 2015. Up until that meeting all players played in one division. A
proposal was made to have a second division within the MCSSL for players who had
been in the league for a number of years and were interested in playing with similar
players in a more relaxed style of play.

Other players were interested in playing an additional game each week with
similar players in a more competitive style of play. After much discussion, the White,
Blue and Red divisions were approved by the board. In the summer of 2021, the Red
division players chose to disassociate with the league and play their games at another
field.

Expansion. New teams were added over the years with the league expanding
from 10 to 14 teams and 200 players.
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Hall of Fame. An MCSSL Hall of Fame was established. The criteria for election
is not based on how good a softball player was. Election is to recognize league
members who unselfishly gave of their time and talents for the betterment of the league
and who exemplify the ideals of the league.

MCSSL night at a minor league baseball game. The MCSSL was recognized at
both the Trenton Thunder and Lehigh Valley Iron Pigs games with over 100 players and
family members attending.

Charity. MCSSL players give annually to a charity chosen by the league. Players’
contributions over the years have totaled more than $20,000.

Umpires. MCSSL games had been umpired by base coaches since the
beginning of the league. A suggestion was made to create a cadre of umpires within the
league to be assigned to umpire games other than the game they were playing in. It has
proven to be a good addition to the league play and cut down on arguments.

Pandemic. In March 2020 the pandemic struck and shut the MCSSL down just
like the rest of the world. The first casualty was the annual summer season kickoff
meeting followed by canceling the beginning of the summer season. A committee was
formed that included retired physician and league member Jim Albrecht. A list of
protocols was established and approved by the MCSSL Board and Hatfield Township.
We played the 2nd half of the season and beyond with no Covid shutdowns.

When I was a youngster playing softball, winning was very important to me. At
this stage of my life what is important to me is to just play softball. Throughout my time
as commissioner, I tried to uphold the vision that league founder Vic Zoldy had when he
started the league and told us about that day at Montgomeryville Mall. If you had fun,
you won.

The Montgomery County Senior Softball League is very special to me. I was
honored to be the league commissioner.
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